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PREFACE

f

This study was spons d y the National Science Foundation, Offfice

* of Ry) Assessment, as part of its research.programon the socioeconomic

effects of technological innovationp. It focuses on the role Of post7

secondary education--especially continuing and adult education--in-

helping persons adapt to.changes in technology. The necessarily broad

Scope ofIthisatudy was enlarged further by\the requirement that Rand /

the adaptation process as it reiates to'all areas of social I

not examine all

objecttive: /

'framework
Twith.

usefulnessiOf

consider

behavior.
-

Because of resouice limitations,-the authors could
A

of the' subjeets of potenpial relevance to their overall

Rather, they choe to focus On developing an analytical

which to define the,general 'problem, and to explore ,the

this framework wlth selected, specific subject areas.

It wat detided not to adopt human capital theory as an orgrmizing

framework for two reasonsi (1) There was concern that this theory

would tend.to bias the study toward issues ofadaptation.within the labor

force, thus frustrating the intenlon to**consicter noneconomit areas of

behavior; and'(2) the human capital lterature is focused largelly on

measuring rates of return.to ttainirig and experience. The use of such

a thedry wAld have been more tompelling had-the authors undertaken an

empirical study of the effectiveness of education in facilitating adapta-.

tion to technologita,l,dhange, But human capital theory.is les useftil

in a framewoik for defining and understanding the problems of adaptation

perce.
, Y,

< -

The analytical framework of this report emerged from the interat-

tion of a multidisciplinary regearch team- Wmay,be characterized'as

-mal treatment of role-theoretic concepts in,saciar psychOlogy,-

using the welfare-maximization techniques of microeonomit theciry. The

authors desired to obtain a modeZ of adaptationVO the breadth of

focus.intrinsic to.role theory in combination with the precision cit

J,

of this model of adaptation has been explOred in

of adaptation to technological change.faced

v

economic analysis.

The usefulness

terms of th4roblems

4



severally by engineers, physicians, married women, and the elderly..

The model was useful in structurinca review of,the literature rele-

vant to each of the groups conside,red, but,the.paucity of literature

posed a major difficaty. Little research has been conducted on the

nature of the adaptation problems of these groups, the resources at

their disposal, and the effectiveneWof various education-interVentions.

Although there was considerable interaction among the members of

the Rand project team, primary responsibility for the various chanters

may be assigned as follows: Chaps. 1 and 2, Duran. Bell; Chap. 3, Duran

Bell and Joanne. Wuchitech;'Chap. 4, Pamela Rich and Joanne Wuch'itechi«

hud Chap. 5, Tora Bikson.

The authors of this repott would like to acknowledge the inspira-

tion provided bithe program officers from the National SCience Founda-

tion, Barbaia Burns and Rolf Piekarz,.who were willing to offer the
-

project team 'an opportunity to explore a broad and difficult; subjecl

The authors have had the guidance and advice of John Pincus, who -

directs Rand's Education and Humhn Resources Program, and Anthony Pascal;
4

director oT Resource Studiei. Mary Rudolph acted,as project librarian

with great efficiencY and Lan,. while Michelle Hunley and Mary Jane

eMcMullan, among others, offered.painstaking,assistance in manuscript,

preparation.

4 .41
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THE FRAMEWORK

-SUMMARY .

.-

This project,focuses on the assessment of the educational Syste

-in adapting people to technological change. In this:endeavor we con-
?

sidered the problem of adaptation for the whole person, not simply=the

work role,-but also the family, Consumer, citizen,'and other roles for.

'which edncationa/ actiyity is potentially instrumental. The accomplfsh-

ment of this mission had two aspects:

1. Development of a formal theoretical framework by which the

problem could be defined.'

2. Application.of that theoretidal framework in terms of the

educational needs of several selected groups.

The-theoretical framework features obsolescence, defined as a

time-dependent loss of effectiveness in some activity due to relative

losses in one's leVel of knowledge and/or relevant resources. Obsd-

'lescence is a cr*tical force thathas its basis in technological change,

at least part .0.61its solution in educational activity, and is,construed

to affecea.person in the many roles that define a person's behavior.

Indeed, we find that the problem e obsAescence, with respect to each

and every role, is a major underlying factor affecting inAvidual

adaptation to technological change. .

In the context of,technological change, otisolestencein role per-

formance can be avoided only by commensurate increases in resources and

knowledge. Such increases in role-relevant resourca-and knowledge are

costly in,terms of the time required to g nerate th m;tand because time

'"

is limited, difficulties of time alfocatio ole conflicts frequeptlY :
9

'arise. These same time constraints also pose difficulties for the de-
..

velopment of new roles and role sequences.- ,

The significance of education within this framework is to iirovide ,

support4for learning activity relevant to effective role

enictment,and to develop "autonomous" capabilities for learning and

adaptation, for 4xamp1e, flexibility, creativity, open-mindedness,

6
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We have found.the role-analytical fraMework to'be useful in orga
k

ahd develoPing our analyses of?selected "role gr4ps.". Role.

groups were chosen so that they would manifest a wide range of iasues

relevant to the framework. Tor role conflict wethose engineers 'and

physitians; for role sequences we chose to exarnine.discontinuous work

patternsof women;-and or rOZ0 loss. we focusedLon.fhe problems of the

elderly.

PROFESSIONAL OBSOLESCENCE

Engineers are the,groupmost often discuased obeoles-,-

cence--afatE. that may be attributed to the abrupt chadie.in the char-.

.adter'of engineering educafion after Sputnik and the cutback in military 4

R6D during the 'late 1960s. Progress toward'impioving the:dituation.of .

engineers seems to be.stalled by a lack oteffective planning.among.-

engineers, employers, and public decisionmakers. These difficulties,

in thrh, are no doubt relatd.tO the employer-specific characipter of

engineering 'activity: Hence,.although professional societiesshOuld be ,

_

'more active,-most. writers (Dubin, 1971; Renck; 1969; Margulies and Raig, j/

1967) place the major responsibility on the management of Individbal 4

enterprises. The fundamental problem that engineers and management4

haye not effectively handled is the conflict between current illifuture
. .

Y.
role pe40-Amance that arises in the face'of.rapid technological change.

Spe fic llythe literature repOrts that

tngineers mutt devote considerable time to'updating if they

are to,avoid obsolescence. .

Organizationai
r
tlimate and especially the behavior and Atti-

,

tudes of iumediate.supervisors seem mpat important to induce

efforts to Maintain professional effettive Yetc.4many

supérvisbrs fail to'encourage those below-them.

41o.

.

There'seems'1'.t'

.

4o,be-littleIOngrun planning of 9ntinuing
. . . ' .

educational.efforts by engineer's.
. ,

The. various methods of updating-for example, ,in-house versus

'off-Site Courses, conferericeS, reading.journals,.sabbaticals--

have not been ealuated ih.terms of their effectiveness.

0,
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-
Formal'courses, 1n7house or.off-site, seem to tontribUte only)

marginally to continuing education of R&D scientists and

engineers.

'On the whole, the role of the formal educational tystem in assist-

ing persons to Maintain effectiVeness appears to be verY modest indeed:

dontinuing.education courses tend to have a low-status within academic

',environments and are oftfn neglected.. Moreover, the estrangement of

the academic envircinment from the typical work environment Often reduces

the ,relevanCe of formal academic instruction. Among:engineers, formal
, .

courses.(in-house or off-site) are seldom sought as a means'of ayoiding
. -

obsolescence; such courdes
.

are More commonly perceived as a way Of

significantly diversifying or upgrading one's job,skills. In any,case,

the effectivenesa of these courses had not been. evaluated. The more

common method of maintaining effectiveness involves collegial interaction

on the job, and participation in a diVersity oCjOh tasks.

In-1969, Social Research, Inc. (Renck, 1969) made a report to the

'National Science FoundatiOn regarding continuing education in R&D
..

.,!..
.careers. This report indicated the need to evaluate the effectiveness

,

of various fords of educational activity and to'examine the organiza-.'

1

...

tional climates hat affect-updating-effort. The need for such studies,
. ,
is at,least as groat taday-i-g-in 1969.

It is clear from the literature that organizational climate and

managerial policy are the keys to effective educational effort. R&D

./ professionals are Commonly und'er such time pressure in short-run proj-
,

...

/or ects that a mditive inducement toward long-run effectiveness is -usually

needed. Unfortunately, little research has been conducted in assessing

_alter tive organizational environments as they affect professional

worke3. And accbrding to Kaufman (1974), one characteristic of Most

continuing educational programs'is an absence of program evaluation and

assessment.

Thecase of physicians is more promising. .Because of powerful

, pressures for updating, continuingeducation among physician's hag been

accelerated,greatly in recent yeara.State licensing boards, profes-'

'sional societies, hospitals, and the general.public have,been instru-
,

mental in stimufating this activity. These.pressures on physicians are.



,

such that therissue 'of obsOlescence is more' likely to be relevant to
.,

. 1 -

. .
.. 'current professional'dctivity, asopposed to uncertainJutu46 con,.

, .

t.ingencies. This fact,'together with the ;lore profesSional (less
- . -

.

employer-specific) character ok physician activity hag facilitated

orientation.toward oontfnuing education. 'The.following develqpments

. are indicativAlibf the situation.today:

,

,0

Medical societies and the American"Medical Association (AMA)

maintain an up-to-date Koster of courses'available for .con=

tinuing education.

.Some societieg have made/updating a requirement for membership.

A Physicians' Recognition Award (PRA) has been instituted by

othe AMA as a certificate of updating effort.

Self-assessment scales have been'developed by which persons

can evaluate their kilowledge reltive to'profesgional standards.

, A "Bi-Cycle" system haa been devJtoped by which quality of
,

-

care in medical fa,iiities ivy be assessed; identified, and

addressed by educational efforts.. v

There have been some limited efforts to evaluate Updating methods

on a local basis, but no,general assessment of alternativ e methods has !

t
been attempted. Further,-thdre is a great need tcl determine the actual

scope'of the problems of obsolescence among physicians and,to.identify

persons who could benefit most from retraining and updating activity.

Although medical societies have been active in.assessing needs and

devAloping educational programs, the sOcial importance of medical care

and the problems atteridant to its delivery are such that'-other public

agenaei should play a rdle in developing niore effective processes of.

continuing medical education.

PROGRAMS ioR WOME

. The literature on the factors that'affect the labor force kftivity

-of women is voluminous. However, there has been considerably less re-
.

seardh on the,problems of role conflict, role sequdhclng, retraining
. .

activity, and educational needs, that woinen often experience. Moreover,

9



7 in,spite of the rapid increase in the number of programs that pur-

portedly address the needa of women, there have been no broad-based

.surveys to ascertain t heir needs. Hence, it is difficult to assess

the adequacy, of the emeTging system of educational prograhs for mature

women. , In Particular, we found that

'
The broad outliines that characterize the work\life of women

include carer discontinuity, a relatively high inc/dence'of
4

part,-time elaployment, and concentration-into '.'women's occupa-

tions",7-all of which create difficulties in tefms of lifetime

productivity and earnings.

." Although womdn may increasingly adopt less discontinuous work V,

lives in the future, the.problems of rale conflict'and role

sequences will remain and perhaps increase.

The problem of multiple.role management has been largely ig-

nored in the literature. Research is needed on the basic

dimensions of the problem ond the effect of social class and

race.

Research is n9eded*to/ discover whether or not existing pro-

grams actualiy.facilttate reentry into the labor force, the

characteristics of succesaful programs, and pe populatiOns

, of worlen.who can or chs benegit'froin them._

-

This report deals with the difficaties that women oft n face.in

pursuing discontinuous wOrk.'llive'S-and-prOblematic multiple roles. Past

research has focused on thedemographics of labor force.participation'i

and.is seriouslfdeficient in dealing with issues that couldfacilitate

continuousii or discontinuous, work activity,.among women,
,

With respect to educational needs,io national assessment hasmbeen

made. I We'do not really know the dimen oVhe problem.. Educational, .

program%lend to be developed on thebasishe interests of the aca
4% J. ,F, .

demic initiator; o't on the basis of suppositions about needp. Among
.. -

a the:various educational institaions, programg'differ in attributes
, .v . .. i . ;-...

.

waY's that cannat "easily bee!APlafned by differences in tte needs of

tars t population:- .. . '

. ,
,

1 0

1,n -
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THE ELDERLY

The reduced economic and physical (health) resources available to

older persons Ave serious consequences fOr adaptation to technological

change. Although decreases in cognitive abilities may be attendant with

old age, the-more common problems are associated with the loss Of the,

socalEresources that facilitate,role enactMent.

Educational programs can be useful in preparing people.for these

losses in social supporC by:suggeSting alternative soyrces,of supporta

ang by improving the knoWledge base that is Aimplementary with one's

resources,.

The.educational needio-of the elderly have long been ignored, but
_ -

two factors have stimulated a more p tive orientgtion': ,(1) a general
1

4,

growth of interest tn.problems of th elderly since the passageof the

Older AmeriCan Act of 1965, and (2) the reduction in coltiege enrollment,

;--

from among the 18 to 22 age group. However, if older persOns are not

to,be treated'as a "target of opportunity" by academic tnstitUtionS'L

these institutions need to have d better sense Of.the needs oX tb.

,elderly and Of the appropriate teachiilg,methodologies.

Most educational institutions.have not considered the'elde to
.

be integial to their functioning--i fact that. is not independel;- of

this genefial loss of social rples-and-status adOng the elderly. :More-
_

c)Ver, experimental programs, even when they appear to be successful,

seldom become institutionalized. Hence, a first step toward improving

access to education:for the elderly is to educate the public and aca-

demic persopnel Oh themeeds and capabilities of the, elderly.

Community schools and junior colleges have strudtural and other.

.Cbaracteristics that are imenable-jo the adoption and institutionali-J,

-

zation of prpgramalfor the elderly.. VoweVer, 'very 'little:work has been

done to identiO methods of instruction and subject matter that are

suitable for elderly students. .Thus far, existing pfograms for the

'elderly have nbt been evaluated; the 1experiences of older persons and
.

of educatiodal'institutions have not been,researcfied anci'disseminated.

Indeed, we do not even'have a catalog of existing programs, ,



CONCLUSION
0

x7i

. ,

The picture that erges from this review is that arNexamination
,

. - .

of the 'effeFtivenees of ongoing programs and orthe yelative' merit of
,

, .,

I

areernative educgtional,mgddlities has not been pursued for any ofthe
f

role groups. None of the role;groups haVe received the benefit' of a

detailed needs assessmentan obvious first step toward program
. ..

.
impTovenemt.

.

0
. . .

ib 1

.
It is not clear' that formal'eduCational irthtit'utiods'should-k5-." ..

. . .

the'principal source of updating aet,iVity for the4role groups considered ,

in'this report. 'In factf there 'appears to be a groWing reliance on

, .other-sources Of learningespecialljr on-the-Aob learning activities.

However, this shift toward' learning Within the work placehas'not been
.

.

preceded by studies that Would suggest the relatiVe desirability of

woyk. place versus institutiOnal learning..

Problems of role sequence that involve exfensive inv tments into

.retraining, diversiiication, and updating are likelir to be reatly

mollified by access tb formal ed ucational activities. However,'Studies

of the extent. oC.the problem.ind of. the alternative responses have not

yet become available. ,

-..

.
.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

THE.GENERAL PROBLEM

The purpose of this report is. to present and explore the use-

fUlness of am'analyticaLframewcirk'for assessing the role of formal
1

education inlacilitating adaptation to technological change. Such a

framework is necessary if existing knowledge is to be seen in an
. ,

lytically meartingful. context, and if research needs in this area

to be more olearly dellneated.

The developmett of the desired analytical framework is made diffi-
'

cult by the extremely vast dimensions c4 the question. The enormous

potfntial scop'e of this study is-made evident.from the more general

literaturd on techno4tical change. There Is an emerging consensus

(Harvard University Program, 1969) to the effect that modern.technolOgy--

the application of science to human purposes--is a major underlying

factor in the evolution of value systems, social and occupational struc-

tures, and interpersonal relations. Moreover, technology beans directly

on the nature of occupational tasks and the knowledge required for effec-

ana-'

ate

tive work, leisure, And consumption. Given the ubiquAy of technology's

effect, the potential role of education in facilitating-personal adjust-

ment seems to have no visible bounaaries.

Technological change has many conse4uences td which the educational

system, as currently constituted, cannot be addreased. For example, the

employment problems of coal miners in remote mining towns, organizational

ot procedural cbanges in specific business enterprises, and the like may

have their basis in technological change-and yet not be-readily.amenable

to.treatment by educational institutions. Fortunatek, formal educa7

tional institutions are,not the on sources of education. Indeed, they

iiprobably are not even the major so e'for mopt persons. Newspapers,

teIevlSi66, billboards, family-members, and ftiends.all are SourCeS Of

Knowledge relevant to technology.

There are two types of adaptational activities that can be,said to

be particularly relevant lo educational. institutions: (1) activities

1 4
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that i duce greater flexibility and creativity in one's intellectual

funct aning, and (2) activities that update .one's knowledge of tech-
,

nologically altered subject matter and facilitate avo,ding obsolescence.

To the extent that education, at any level, fac litates the learn-i
ing and

subject to undesired losses in the degree of knoIedge, and education

will have increased the ability of that indivi 1 to-adapt himself to

change, independently of subsequent educatio 1 intervention. However,

very little is known about the methods by which the general'adaptability

of individuals is promoted.

The problem of updating one's knowledge in a subject relevant to

. work, or life in general, is the central theme of this report; and our

focus shall be on continuing education rather than with initial'educa-

tielnal preparation. The problem to/be addressed involves obsolescence,

a phenomenon often'associated wi*professional occupations but that

clearly .can be generalized to the domain of knowledge.

*

The problems of adaptabity, flexibility, and creativity, plus

creative processes, the individual, so benetited, will be less

the,central problem of obsolescence, represent the major issues that

the educational system should consider if it is to facilitate the adap-

tation of individuals to ,changingrsystems of knowledge and information.

Because the system of formal education has the dissemination of-knowl-

edge as its raison d'tre, it has, on a priori grounds, a significant

potential effect on flexibility and obsolescence. These issues are

also relevant to other kinds of institutions, which we shall discuss

in what follows in cases where they seem to have an important comple-

mentary role.

ROLE GROUPS'

he ,project as proposed by the -National Science Foundation (NSF)

was todeal with the role of the educational system in facilitating

adaptation to technological change. This concern with adaptation,

-fUrthermorei was. ta---includan-relevant-aspects=of-life=and-consider

people as consumers, family members,'citizens, workers, and as people.

Because the adaptation problems of blue-collar workers were already

being considered in another study, and because technological unemploy-

ment and retraining problems had been considered elsewhere, we'would')
15.



not deal with those matters. Yet, tbe variety of roles,and-difficulties-

that weye deemed relevant to this study were enormous, seemingly intrac-

table and Otoorly defined. It was not clear how one, could examine adap-
,

tation oftPeople ag people, or how ona could consider people in each and''
_

every impOrtant'role.

. - Bepause bf`the broad scope-Of this prOject, the adoption of a role-
.

analtic perspective seell appropriate. , .The advantage& of this

approach are that (1) it considers almost all interactirs between per-

sons, within the various social and institutional conteXts; and (2) it

.focuses on the many informal and formal Xea.rning mechanisms that are

instrumental in preparing persons Arr-ZI:gignient to social roles and,
, . ,

activities. That is, the ro1e7-theOretic model includes all of the roles

releva4 to this report as x.Yell,as alcopprehenSive and balanced perspec

tiVe of the associated learning modalities. Moreover, It considers the

complex of factors that affect the availabili6e of roles, the expecta-

tions associated with role-role interaction, and the positive and nega-
..

tive sanctions that are defined relative to expectations.

.Within the role-theoretic framework, a perso ' behavior, includ-
e

6

ing adaptation to change, is defined by the soci es he enacts.

: Indeed, most social interaction does not involve re ationships between

persons as persons, but rather between persons insofar as they belong

to certaincategories in the social structure. The doctor-patient-rela-

tionship, for example, involves inferaction primrily on the basis,lof

two social positions and the role behaviors they entail. Por the dura-
il

\tion of the interaction, *other nonspecific roles (e.g., golfer, friend,

husbarid, and the like) are suppressed or placed into appropriate juxta-

position.to the primary roles; concurrently, culturally determined

proprietary roles (such as behavioral norms related to age, sex, and

sociarclass) condition the playing of primary roles. Not only is

individuql behavior shaped by social roles, but perhaps 'even more sig.,/

nificantly, individual identity or self-concept is largely"derived frqm

Expositions of the role-analyticalframework may be-found-in
Deutsch 'and Krauss (1965), Kahn et al. (1964), Sarbin and Allen (1968),
Secord'and Backman (1974),and Shaw and Costanzo (1970). What follows
is based primarily,on Sarbin 'and Allen and Secord and Backman.

16
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.

defipitions and evaluations of the self made On the baIis of7ro1elk

.enadOnts.
-.

, .

.,.
The role-analytical tramework is a mUltidisciplinary one, dr w-

ing its variables from studies of society and' personality, and at empt-
4,11 A

ing,to unite characteristics of individuald-with 'characteristics.of

soeial structures insofir AS they interact in influending behavior in

a situation.

Becanse it was not feasible to study all of the roleS that!'People
, i 6

enact, we decided, that the project would be most useful if the roles

to be ,chos, enAmare sugleiently diverse as to make possible a similar .

, ,,,.....- osr

examination ,of any.role sroups for mbich technology and educational

activtt/ate releVant. . For this reason, we chose profession c.iorkers,

,.. .

(engineers and physicidnS) as mpft festatigns of the worke ole, women

as the family members (and workers)., and the elderly. This straiegy 0
,

.
. _

'haS been ,usefnl, because tbe partidUlar role grouPs chosen cOuld be

to have SOMewHat'differenc .types of diffiCulty in-adapting to

changes in technology.

( Paralleling the rple groupg was a set of role-Aeoretic .concepts

adopted early in the pro4ct: ,role conflict, role sequences, and role

loss. In-,this context, the problem facing engineers is obsolescence, /

a manlfestation of a devotion of time to present activity to the detri-
.

ment of future activity, that is, a onflict between present and future

role enactments.- For women, there are conflicts between Cmily and work

roles (in addition to possible problems of obsolescence), and there are

difficult role sequenCes from housework to market work. wFor the elderly,

there are role losses that rob persons of financial and social resources
4

, and that add to the difficulties in several roles, especially because

Ihe elderly frequently suffer'decreases in-the rate of cognitive

-processing. .

The project, therefore, developed a three-tiered concep,tual struc-

ture (Table 1.1), based on the relationship between groups of persons,
. -

We do not claim that these groups are the tost disadvantaged by

technological change, but simply that they are useful to illusttate

.the issues and to demonstrate the application of our analytidal frame-

woq: It is clear that agreement cannot be reached on the selectig

of the groups most deserving of consideration.

oi 7
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1Pthe specific role under consideration, and the role-theoretic dimension

of'particular relevance to the enacfment of each roll in the context;
.

of technological change. We felt that if-this structure cogAd be ex-
,

amined, ATe would have made a good beginninvat sh how one could

study the effectiveness of education in adapting people t technological

change in any eddcationally relevant role. This set of r groups was

believed. -',brogd generality because of their relafiOnships'to t e
fz4

set or ro retid dimensions.

_Table 1.1

THREE-TIERE6 CONCPPTUAL STRUCTURE
7

, ,

Group

.

, .
.

C.-.

Role 1 Dimension

Professionals
Women .* j

'Elderly
.-

.

Work
Family and.work
Consumer - ...

.

Role conflict
Role sequeriees
Role loss

y
. ,

)
_

Engineering has been the Most widely discussed profesSion in termS

of obsolescence, and much of the general theoretical liEeratUre on pro-
. I

.fessistal obsolescence uses this profession'!as a point Wdeparture. How-,

ever%-*the major reaSon for copsidetiiig enginerin&-is the:existence of a

1969' report to,NSF on Continuingeducation for Mb careers (Renck): This
, .

,

report was exploratory, based on a limited numbei of inteviiews;,yet,it
. c

,

is the best available.published'attempt to e te the effectiveneSs

of continuing eduCational activities to combat p essional obsolescerice..'

Physicians also are considered in tenni of.the problemS of profes- .

siclnal obsolescence, and, were scchosen because of.the perceped social. .

importance,of obsolescence in medical careers., Within,the role-theoretic,

perspective, professional obsolescence arises froma conflict between

thrshort-run.demands for continuOus full-time professional aCtiviey arid
,

t1

longruh need to combine work roles With studeht roles,. As such, .

J ,

a

e-problem of medical Obsolescence, andprofessional.asorescenCe In

geeral, is one-of ivle donflict, that is, finding, or taking, the'time .

required to maintain lifelong professional cOmpetende ihthe face of
,

_ . .

rapid change whet doing so may reduce on&s income in'the short run.

,

%

1 8
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.

'7.And considering.the allocation of time to professi77/1)\ona revitalization,

the extent to which educational instithtions are efficient in continu-

ing medical education activities becomes the focus of our assessment..

Women who work in professional occupatIons'face simile problems

cating time between work, education, and other resp n§ibilities.

4 ButIoecause of the special burden that family0esponsibil tits.fre-

quent ose o (women, one_may expect the*roleonfli
-1-

to he of4

greater magnitude than those of men,. faller .things-being equal.
f

However, women 'frequently experience 'difficulties that are quali-

tatively different from thOse of ment; apd these problems 4zise when

labor force exit and subsequent reentry not only acceleraite-the rate

at'vhich knowledge is forgottegAbut Aso 1.emsolie

of continuing.on-the-job earning activity. In

this dssue is one of pursuihg a set of 24ole.s

problematical byjechnological change. The I

women from the locue
A

role-theoretic terms,

ences, which are made'4'S

rature suggests that,

cuprent erends in the demographic composition of-occuPations and the

labor market will lead to!the increasing Incidence kmong women ot thest
,A

difficult role sequences.
.#

TO some extent the problems of men who wish to change careers are.

similar ,to tlitse.of women who (one may, say) move, From homemaker careers

to labor forCe careers.,±.This'subject has been Considered in d h in

a recent Rand study of midllife redirectiOn.°(Pascal et al., 1975).

Howevpr, this study did not focus on an analysis of
l

women in pursuing existiNeducational programs.'

Another group that s potentially subject to problems of obsoles-.,

cence.are persons over,65. In this case, however, they problems are

often not job-r lated (because most have retired), but are related to

difficulties in managing personal and household economies. Because of

problems.uAique to

9 frequently declining monetary and biological resources and tOci.e asso-

\---
ciaLed changes in consuMption patterns and life-styles, the.effpct of

technological change often st dins the axial:lave capability of older ,A

Individuals,-,There-isonsid ablve_evidence._that,many._of_t_he special
4.

problems faced by thevelderly are not in ariahly associated with the'

'biological:aging process, but rather with the-..abrupt löss-of socially

esteemed roles. 'The departure Of chivldren, the death of a spouse,

. 19
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retirekent, and related events' pose role kss,as 'a fundamental problem-

,at,ic characteristic of the aging process. Wtpersons in usode.rn

society.are forced to.adapt cOntinually tonew produtts Al 1 ferstyles.
s

The elderly are by no means unique. It is only that the mOre ktmmon

c
,incidence of specific impediments to'effectIve adaPtatio I (e.g, reduced

.
.

,.,

?

income and health sta ui4)01.ftmOng the elderly makes).1:0M Oroup de rvin
. ,

special concern in this teext: 4. .

. .

Today, the acute-consumer prob ems of the elderly'are being shared ,
'

ore generally by the rest of the p.pulation, with the emergence of the
,.

currentv2Ve of price inflation. The dOlining purchasing.power of the .

average.family and the energy crisis have combined toaose difficult

choice0 former .fidnIlderly perSons,.which are comparablerth those

typicallyfacedeby the elderlt. ,PeOple are now force dif-
4 . , .

ferent waxa of heatimg.(or cooling) their hop s) ing to..
. .. . ---"c,, t

work, new forms of protein in 'teiziedieta, 6t

persons are able to maoptimalhoices wi/ 4.1.4044"

,

\.. ,

. '-'1W
ell-being, but also the ovetalkbalance of re-"- eg:in the eco om

It is clear that the number qf educationaLl role rou

is.vast.and that this project can4examine only: .igimail subset of-aose

groups tOwhich specific attention- anould b'ivèn. However, our seiec-

tion of groups has been guided by tip prinCip that each group chosen
.

A
for Study shoUld'e4ectively illustrate the conse

,,
._

change on a fundamental characteristic of the.r e-analytic structure '

.,

(role4;conflict, role grquence, and rOle loss). hope that an,analysig
. .k.. ',

of.;thege groups will have mplicationa for the ana ysis of,other grouPs
s .

thathave similar problems of le enadtment.

hich

CnaoftJij.J I4dividual ,

noes of technological 'If

0,
THE NATURE OF:TECHNOLOGICAL C GE

1;

Becausethé goal Of th s study was tqexamine'the interface f tech-

nological change witpl-the'educational aystem, it,wa g. necessary to develop

a useful conception of iechnologiCal change: TechnOlOgy is knowledge

that is-dab-Ed-In-Obtaining desired objectives, This knowledge is not

invariably manifested in physical matterg; rather, it may relate to Ché .-

manner in which activities areeorganized or to the mode of interpersonal
\

interaction. -Hence, technology, canbe conceived rather broadly; and
.4



kno ledge re,levant

eXamineti\. -This c

detail in Chap, 3
,

to 4'products" other than +commodities may be properly

eption of -tec nology will be discussed in greater

Once a defifi tion of technological 6hange in the general c ntext

of role enacr4enu processes had been developed, we were able to develop

'a foraMal model the adaptation of th ole enactment process to tech-.

nological cha This model provides a metftb-Dof measving the rate of

technologiC 14.2.asse, as defined for an individual within a specific

role:' Ai s ch, it is probably the first efiort'to aefine the rate of

'teChnologica clange in a purely behavioral contexK. Further, the model

provides a 1 gically consistent and (in princ)le).measurable conCep-
,7-.

'don of role conflict in the sense of coMpetitive time'allocations (not

in the-sense 9f inconsistent

definition s role loss that

contradicto y concept of role
.

nally, ehis (.model relates the

idual welf-being.

,
This mbdel will be employed to characterize

severa1W1-0 "gtoups covered in this r4ort,rand the d

role expectatiOns) ana gOses an important

contrasts with4nanalogougwand somewhat

ioss 'often found in the'A.erature. Fi-

entment pro to elk;Bural objec-r

blems Of the

ussion -of these
-0

groups-will focaploon factors suggested by the mode1:4 elevant

mplirtions,of

remedCs'for role enactment, role conflic,t,

role sequ nces, or role loss;) and the nature and extent (itknown) of

edu tion )1. programs that address tht needs of'the various 'groups.

- knowledge) resources and knowledge requiiementi; the

:knowledge 4nd+resource re

2 1
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Chapter 2

A GENERAL MODEL OF ADAPTATION .
INTRODUCTION .

16t cegtral purpoSe of thigstudy is the'development of a behavioral

model of adaptation to technological change. The neet,for such a model ,

, arises from the road Scope of our inquiry: a concern with nail forms

of individual adaptation to.changing social expectations that have their

'roots,in changes in technology. To proceed with such an inquiry,.we
,

need a workable definitidn of technology and technological change;,we.
.

-

. .should have a conCeption of the factors that are useful id facilitating,

or impeding, adaptation; we must delineate the condition in.which adap-

tation is feasible; and, at.least formally, we should specify the mean-

ing 'of optimal individual.adaptation, given 'the factorg that affect the

costs and benefits of the process. If these goals.can be accomplished,

we will,' at,least, be able to describe the,problem to which the educa-

tional system is.presumed to have some relevance,. tOreover, we may also

-be able to obtain insights into the relative importance of formal educa-
N.

tional institutions in the 'Adaptive process..

Of course, ii,would be desirable to proceed beyond Ole stage of

problem definition and problem assessment, to the examilhation of alter-

nap" solutions. In our studies of specific role groups, we have
,

sought to look for "solutions," to the degree that the data permit.
. /

However, if we are to go beyond the level of very broad generalities,

the issue of effective educational intervention tends to become role

'group-specific, making a generar model of the sotution diffl,cult to"

conCeive. Moreover, because of the paucity of program's that'address .

problems of adaptation and the absence of evaluation'of the relative.

effectiveness of the existing programs, it is not possible to"define

the specific character of intervention strategies that are apprOpriate
X

'L.
In this chapter we shall pose a conception of technology that

seeps appropriate to this'study and proceed to exaMine the general

model of individual adaptation to technological change. This model

2 3



will be useful id setting forth.a:-Set, of relevant, variablesthet can

then be examined in the context of specific riole groups; itialso clar-
.

/

ifie and gives unambiguous meaning.to the role-theoretic concepts that

unde ly our analysis.

ecause this 15roject has a scope that extends well beyond the wo k
ee

(mate ial production) roles of human activity, it is important that we

have a definition of materialand nOnmaterialHechnolEgy that facili=
0

tates iscussion of nonmarket and nonmaterial forms of'production..

- Moreove , it is possibie that nonmaterialiand rionmerket forms ae be-

coming ore important, at least in advanced countries, as the struggle

to obtai minimal'subsistence fades in/the wake of rentive afOmence.
\

Persons ail walks of life areincreabingly reducing their preoccupa-,,
,

tion withsuch factors as the rate of growth of gross national product

to

:

ardoth r welfare considerations ,(e.g., pollution; conies ion, \

quIlity of life)., so ,that the types/of. technological change tha

are likely o experience in the future may be increasingly in the n
-

material, no rket context.'
V

-14(3s'tofelt'techr1(31°F,4-"cleatifiecibyrefereficetophysigalimv le-li

ments that are useful in the production of comkodities, such as the
.

wheel, tne axe, and the seWing machine. In addition, the knowledge the,

persons.need in ordeipto make use:cf these physical implements, or toolS,
. , 4'

\.,

has been designated as part,of society's. technology. Hence, technology \V
has been construed by reference to factors that increase the (economic)

4

productive capacity of,PersOns within a given social and physical

environment.

However, if we extend.the logic, technology must be defined not as

the material implement,per se, but as the underlying "idea," the kmowl-'

edge required for constructing the implement. Kenneth.Komoski (1970)

has argued that it is 6human thought--rather than-physicel matter--
,

[that] is the true material of technology" (p. 5). The most common

delineation of knowledge (or thought) regarding technology is in terms

of those bodles of kdowledge that are useful, directly-or indirectly,

in prodiicing m fateriaculture. Hence, knowledge relevant to
4

organizing

production of a machine, to using the machine, and to using the products

.in a subsequent operation is called technologY.

24,



Even if we restrict 2uT consideration' of 'the manifestations"Of
. .

technofogy that arise,in economiá produètion, yvious forms of non-

material technologybecome relev.ant. For example,Anowledge about

effeCive interpersonal behavior has been of importance to the admin-

. iveration of economic enterprises and, prestinably, has consequenot_s_liai'
--

terms of the cosi of production. Tn,thisway, the.,"tools" provided by

psychology, sociology, economics, and other forMs of systematic thought

have been important to technologital change'during this century: But

we should.not restrict consideration of knowledge to the maket frame-.

-work. Knowlecipqabou interpersonal.behavior is also useful in the

performance of one' ole as.a family member, for example, as spous..&e

or parent. Such.knowledge plays the rale of technology in this context.
-

Indee,d, there cah.be no justification for reStricting technologically

releNiant knowledge to the context of the market economy.

Should discuss technology and téchndlogical change.in the

most forms of human'activity (child-rearing, collegial in

We ctan'and

context of

teraction,

athletics, and so forth) without resting that discussion exclusively

on the availability of relevant materiar implements.

The rate of technological change in the production of coumwditi67

has been mentioned most .Commonly jp.terms of the rate of growth of out-

put per person, or as Any kind ,of shift in the production function' csee

Lave, 1966, for ap intOresting discussion of various definitions and

measutes of technological change). These definieions focus on the pon-.

sequences (with-respeCt to output) of changes in technology; they are

not a measure of technological change per se. Technological change is

the change in the underlying'knowledge bast that generated the change

in output. Hence, the idea that the rate of change in'output per person

cc,nor:tutes a measure of technological,change rests on the presumptiOn

that it is approPriate to weigh the-importance of new technology by-the

related output change._ This orientation may be appropreate-for those

concerned with the national output of commodities, but it is inappro-

p_riate for this study. j r

Because we are dealing with-problems of human adaptation, it is

clearly inappropriate to weigh the significance of new knowledge by its

material output consequence. Rather, we shall define the rate of

2 5-
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technologica7 change by referenge to the amount of time.that an indi-

.viduai requirei to Zearn hew (information relevdnt to the enactment of

spec4ic roles. In.this.way, we Shall weigh the.importahce qf new'

technology by its adaptational, requirements, so that if the4is an'
_

inc ease in thd rate of technological. thange by our definition, there
. . .. 4,

4 i

is,necessarily an increase in the amount of effOrt required of persAs
. .

,
,

to achieve the necessary adaptive response. The amount ot time required

may be reduced by efficiencles in knowledge accumulation made possible
. .

,

.

by/educational institutions, an'ass 'media, and other sources of knowledge.

Hence,'_the relevance Of editation,to.technoiogiCal'changeis a very
,

dir0t one.
.

Is there a r ationshiP l)etween'the conventional commodity-weighted

measure and og adaptation-weighted' measure of the rate of technological
- .

change? The answer depends4on'on'e'sel of ah4ysis. In specific
:. .

industries, for example,4,great increases in OOdUttivity may have little

effect on workers except,.perhaps, to reduce.the,rate of growth of the

work force; thatiSTproductiVItyjncreasea needmot be specifically

related to adaptation problems; and the reverse is also true. A new

body of knowledge that a person must learn to, be up-to-date may have

little or no immediate consequenooterms of material produ
;

However, it is likely that anlenbortiiit is characterized high

rates of changes in commodity-weighted rOeS oftecfinological change

also would have high rates of change in Overalt adaptation-weighted

rates of change. The lines of causation between these rates are'not

likely to be determined, hoWever, becauser dne has yet been able:to

find a relationship between speCific new technologies,and output change

reasons, then, that the'study of t1v7-rofe of education

adaptation.to.technological.change Must beAonaidered

a conception of technological change that:differs frdm
,

is for thesg

facilita4ng

on the 'basisof

the conventionalcommodityWeighted tonoeption.

--Finally,

while increas

een suggeste

increases'in,output are mast often evaluated positivefy,

s in adaptation time ate evaluated negaMiely. It has

'that adaptati n processes are amonvtWdosts of

ncreased productivity. However, the.p'sychological literature On

adaptation (e.g., Helson, 1964) 'does not support a Simple negative

20
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charact iVzation of adaptation; rather, it argues that-there is some

pos'itive te bf-adaptive effort that is optimal in terms of the

-14-

-psychological well-being of the individual.

THh MODEL

Before preseneing our own model of the processes by which the ef-
.

fectiveness of role-enactments is maintained over time,'we will describe
. ,

what other models are available.

,Models qf adaptation derive from diverse areas of investigation:

,physi II logical'stress research, perception and information processing

research (e.g., Helson,,1964), and,c1i4cal and social psychological

studies of effects of critical life events (e.g., Parkes, 1971; Tyhurst,

1957). We have reviewed this literature to develop an analytical frame-
s

wgik for assessing the role of education in facilitating adaptation to

technological change. Within this literature, there exists a line of

theoretical development that provides a useful point of departure; it
.

.

is basedOn Helson's (1964) "adaptation level" thesis, as modified pri-

marily by Lawton and Nahemow (1973) to include all levels of responses

to environmental stimuli (from physiological and perceptual to affec-
l

%tive and social). Other important contributions
k

to the-model come from

the work.of Clark and Anderson (1967), Lowenthal and her associates

(see especially Lowenthal,.1968, 1971), Lowenthal and Chiriboga (1973'),

Tohrenwend and Dohrenwend (1969),,Korchin (1965), Ruff and Korchin

-(1967); and TyinitSt-(1957).:-"

AlthoUgh few of the sources we have reviewed actually use the phrase

"adaptation.level," the 4ajority employ a comparable concept. Tor ex-,

ample, Howard and Scott (1970), in attempting to devise a generic model

'
Of response to social stress, begin with the suppositin that "each

human has a characteristic level of activity and,stimulation at which

it [the human] most comfortably funttions." Tyhurst (1957) and Parkes

(1971), in develoPing an account.of psychosocial transitions, eMploy

an approximately similar concept that includes a frame.of reference for

interpreting and evaluating environmental event's, together with sets of

expectations and appropriate fesponse repertoires.
_

Adaptation level models seek to represent the behaviOr and affec-,

tive outcomes of all of the interactions between persons and their
.0

27.
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environments. These models suggest that when the environment demands

very little of an individual (i.e., expects low levels a role en-
, -

actment) of allows relatively few roles to be part of the person's

role reicrtoire, those individuals who possess high degrees of conpe-

tence will suffer negative affect (emotion). Negative affect may,also

arise when the demands of the repertoire exceed the person's capacity

for effectii.7e role enactment. Hence, the adaptation level model pre-

sumes-the importance of a balance between environmental demands on one

hand and individual adaptive capacities on the other.

The adaptation model, as it emerges from the literature, has 4*

severe limitations. First, the conCept of an adaptation level is homee-

static in orientation, placing any certain behavior and affect into one

of only several possible aategories, depending on the capabilities of.

the organism relative to the opportuhities provided by the environment.

As such, it represents a very limited conception of the possible de-

grees,,and forms, of;gratification achievable from human action. It

hardly is sufficient to restrict concern to questions about the seneral

lovel of activity or the number of roles, omitting the quality of the

enactment of the various roles. Psychological well-being is reduced,

perhaps, if a person suffers the boredom of relative inactivity, but

any model that omits the affectilie consequence of social evaluations

of the quality of one's activity can hardly begin to:satisfy the re-
.

quirements of role-theoretic analysis.

Second, a specific level of"acfliIiiy WIthin'a-rOle repertoixe can

be consistent with a large number of different allocations of time

among roles. Hence, affect hardly can be defined by reference to the

level of activity alone. Moreover, there is no ;eaSon to presume that

time allocations that are marginally satisfactory. in terns,of personal

and social valuations of enactment will be marginally satisfactory to

the role incumbent. Rather, one may prefer to exceed the' norm of per-

*mance In some roles,.even at the cost of being somewhat "inadequate"
. .

in others. In other words, a homeostatically oriented adaptation level
A

model cannot examine the optimization processes aSsociated with effec-

tive and satisfyinS enactment of role repertoires.

Third, the adaptation-model does not distinguish between levers

.of activity that derive from the multiplicity of ro es,.as to

2 8
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. .

the rate* of technological change in these roles. Although this iS a

criticism of little importance to.the proponents of the model, it has
_ ... -

obvious significance for this study. It is clear that, the. emphasis of

the model is.on the issue of rble loss, a factor that may be iA1rectly

F.affe ted by technological change, and n(St on problems of maintaining,
-

desired performance level& within specific roles in the face of changes

in the knowledge and resource requirements (i.e., the technoiogy) of
..:

, .

these roles.

Finally, the model-fails as a formal-model. The variables on

which fe'is based are riot measurable, even in principle. Rather, the

model is useful only as a tool for organizing one's thoughts on the

issue qf adaptation levels, not as a tool that could be the basis of
.

empiriNl determinations of the relationship between mental stress an&

resoutces, on one hand, and outcome variables .(adaptation and affect)

on the other.

-As a resu

Nc.

of these shortcomings, the adaptation level model shall'

not be used in thiT report. Instead, a new model will be presented.

This model will have an optimization orientation rather than homeo7

stasis;, it will have.knowledge and resources as its basic elements,.
.4

as is required in our conception of tHe technology of role enactment,

and (with the exception pf "Well-being") will be defined in Certs of

variables that are cardinally measurable, at.least in principle. This

model shall be.used_to define .the rate of technological change, the

type of role conflict, and the characteristics of ole loss that underly

the analysis of the several rol4014.oups covered in this report.
c .

The general character of our adaptation model is as follows:

The level of performance that an individual can achieve in

0 specific roles shall depend on the p ssession by that indi-

vidual of physical, psychological, and ognitive assets rele-

vant y) role enactment. In the context of technological

.change,-obsolescence in role performance (he, time-dependent

losses of effAtiverless in role enactment) cah be avoided

only by commensurate increases in resources and knowledge.

22



Increases in role-relevant resources and knowledge are costly
4

in terms of the time required to acquire them, so that the

rate.oT technological change in role enactment may be defined

by reference to the minimum amount of time,required to avoid

role obsolescence. °However, because time is limited, diffi-

culties Of time allocation, or role conflicts, may arise that

make it difficult to\perform all.ofv,one's ciirrent roles and

maintain role capability. These same time constraints also

pose difficulties in developing new roles and role sequences.

.The happiness, or affect, of an individual is a function of

the.level of role performance, and the composition of the role

repertoife.

The level role performance by an individual is assumed to

be a funct n of the rolel-relevant information that,the per-

son possesses and) tole-relevant resources-(e.g., inoney, health)

that are available to him. Given.this conceptkon of the basic

process, we shall be concerned with(the factors that affect

the level-e-f-pdrformance over time: changes in information

,and resource *requirements, relative to the information proces-
,

singocapabilfty and resourc6 base of the individual.

Theirole of the educational system, then, is to facilitate

information processing by increasing a person's autonomous

adaptability and by providing information relevant to specific

roles and role transitions.

Knowledge and Other'Role-Relevant Resources

In the social con ext.of the particular enactment process, that

iis, the relevant socia structures and social expectations, the success

that an individual experiences in role enactment may be presumed to

depend on (1).his personality, intellectual capability, and other stable
,

dimensions; (2) his knowledge of social expectations and the technology

.for effecting the, relevant activities; and (3) various material resources

(physically embodied--fechnology)-it his disposal.

Discussions of the implications of rapid technOlogical change for

cognitive functioning frequently cite the need for mental flexibility,

3 0



open-mindedness, creativity, and Other charact istics that facilitate
;-

an individual's autonomdpsllearning and adaptive actiiiitY. Tere is

cbnsiderable face validity 'to the notion that 'creative, flexible minds
Y -

will be better:able to cope with technological:and other changes

imposed upon p ersons,: Yet, when we seek to find Scientific support
/.

for this proposition,.or when'we Seek to aetermine-the kinds of educe-

tional activities:_that are"useful in developing these qualities, the

available literafure iS surprisingly inadequate.:

In spite of the generallyunsatisfactory state Of the literature
r

on-the several aspects of autonomous adaptability,.the notion that
;..."

flexibility and creativity are'useful as basic resources will be. repre'-

sented in our model of adaptation. Autonomous adaptability may be

augmented through learniRg; and it refers.essentially to an aspect of

the capability to learn, or, more specifically, to factorathat,would

reduce the length of time that an individual would require to learn

0
specific role-relevant information.

-If we know a person's autonomous adaptability and the social con-
=

text$ and resources (e.g., sehools) that aie ava4 ilable to assist in the

learning process relevant to mar'ket or nonmarket roles,rwe may assume

that the rate at which'knowledge is accumulated is a function of the

amount of time that a person devotes to ihaf enterAise.-

For example, let k. be the new technology, or information, which

significant_others believe theindivAdual_should learalf he'is to

remain as competent as Other people iv role i. (We assume that "other

people"willlearnk..) That is, an individual's objective levei-of

role enactment may be unaffeCted by k but the social evaluation of

i

his performance depends on the objective level relative to the level

that is socially expected, with the new technology.

Further, let K
i,t

denote the collection of useful knowledge that

a person possesses St time t,for role i. Since Ki,t is usefuj,./knon-
.

obsolete) knowledge, Ki,t+1
0 K

i,t
+ k

i,t''
Ra t her, K1 ,t+1

= K"t. +
1,

- 0 where 0 Riis "knowledge" that no nger is worth learn-k
i,t i,t'

ing, given ki,t
. Hence, for an individual to be successful in maintain-

.

ing effectiveness in the enactment of role i, he must possess a level

of knowledge in eac period that is no

sidered acceptable, sa , K° K°
i,t' i,t+1'

3 1
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This argument seems'only approximately correct, hawever, because

often it is possible to use resou es other than knowledge, to some

extent, in effecting improved ro e enactment. For example, a person

who has lit e time to prepare dinner may (1) learn new recipes that

Stield satis ing dinderd in less time or (2) purchase a microwave oven
*

and cOntinue te use Old redipAs. For some persons, it would be more

efficient to spend.extra hours in market work to earn money for pur-

chasing the oven than ta spend time finding and studying recipe boois.

Let.r be the new type of resource j made available at time t

for use in role i (and perhaps other roles as well), and let R
ji,t

be

the collectivity of such resources. Then, define

R
ji,ttl Rji,t Lji,t rji,t '

7--",
where L. are those resources that the individual dedides)to relin-ji,t
quish, bdcause of the availability of .rii,t

We now may restate the conditions for effective role enactmett:
o o

Let the pair (Ki,t, Rii,t) be a combination of education and other-

reso9rdes, such that for a particular individual (or the average indi-

vidual), these inputs are sufficient to effect an acceptable level of

performance in role i. If Pi denotes performance level in role i, And

P
o

is the minimal level of acceptable performance, then P o = f(( ,t,
R (3ji,t ).i i

.......Aarebversinde...elements_in_R,can.substitute-for:elements.in-K--(as.dis-
o

cussed above), a set of values (K. o R. ) may be defined. This is1,t, ji,t
illustrated by the ("isoquant") curve shown in Fig. 2.1. The curlie

P
o

in Fig. 2.1 indicates all combinations of K1,t: and Rii,t that gen-i,t
.

,,erate P for a particular individual.

Figure 2.1 is defined,only for a "particular individual" beciausd

the resources Chat a person requires may depend additionally on person-/
9

ality, basic intelligence, and other idiosyncratic features associated

with role enactment.

kOf more importance to our analysis, however, is the maintenan e

oreffectiveness in the face of technological ehange. In this case,

The author dbes not wish to be held fully accountable for the
relative desirability of these proposed alternatives.
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R°jit

i,t

K°i,t t

et

. Fig. 2.1 Values of education and other resoUrces that
are consistent with "adequate" ,role enactment

a person must aeek to add to his knowledge the amount k
i

and'acquire
,t

r. (discarding 0
i,t

and L ) so that he possesses some pair
.ji,t ji,t

( 3i,t+1 ) in the next time period. This will increase his

o
performance from P to Pi,t4.1.

4' Let pi denote the increase in relative effectiveness, ao that in

terts of some evaluatioft criterion, Et,

p = - P° ) = 0 ;
i,t t i,t

then the conditions for-maintalning pi,t = 0 will be diet the person

accumulate some pair (ki,t, rii,t) such. tkat

7

=g1c.r.`K O = 0 2
' ' i,t,

R
ji,t' i,t'

L

It should be noted that in this formulation ki,
rji

0,,but K
i

,
. ,

and R
ii

may increase or decreaSe, depending on the size of 0 and
;

,

0
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i

. Moieover,there may be alflargeset of pairs (R r ) that.,t ji
satisfies p = 0. Figure 2.2-illustrates the possibilities.

A person whose role maintenance activity does not Wisfy p
i,t

is obselescent in the sense that his level of performanceAm role i is

falling relative to tile standard by whichjhe isjudged. . However, he

may still be "better" than other people who occupy that role.''That

is, P
,t+1

exceed P.
1,t+1,

but the person's continued failure toi

maintain himself eventually will lead to substandard performance.

= 0

ill t

41

k

--Fig. 2.2 Relationship between p and

Measuring the Rate of Technological Change

We have defined technology as-knowledge relevant to the enactment

of roles. This knowledge may be embodied in mateial culture,.or if

may be subject to direct implementation hyrole incumbents. Moreover,

we have found it useful and logically csmpelling io consider the man-

ifestations of technology in both market and nonmarket conteXts.

The most common view of technology, however, has been in terms

of its implications for the production of commodities, and the,rate of

technological change generally is conceived in terms of the consequences,
4

of'new kruiwledge for the growth of output per person in the economy.

Buethe concern of this study is with the problem of human adaptation

itentew knowledge, a problem that.cannot be examined efficiently if the

Lconsequences of knowledge for adaptation must first be considered in

terms of their consequences for the production of commodities.
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betW%.1een the level of role enactment, P
'

and the relevant inOuts, K .

i i

and R.
i

, giVen the persOns individual transformation fitnctionhis
l A

.

ability fa transform any set of inputs intoeffective action. 149 aimi
%
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In the diScussion above; we indicated fe general relationship

defineci the requirements forfflaintaining a .level.of ef tiveness and,

by imp,lication, the sonditions for increasing the level of effectiveness.

to go further in this analysis, we mUst have a common denominator
,

by which resources and knowledge may be measured,

would play the same role in our theorYthat money prices play in the

a denominator that

conirentional theory of technologicdfchange. The natural choice of a

common denominator in our model is the minimum amount of time that a

specific individuar(or the average person) requires in order to main-

tain effectiveness in role i. That is, if there exists a set of pairs

(k r.
i
) such that p '= 0, then the rate of1 tecil;lological change in

j

role i is the amount of time necessary to accumulate the least costly

. set of new knowledge and new resources consstent with 0 = 0. This

-definition Ln be given a Precise anclin piinciple) measnrable mean-

ing as follows:

Suppose that an individual.operating in a-specific social context,
6

Ogsessing a certain intelligence and autonomous adaptability, and ,

having access to certain facilitative educational resources is able to

learn k
i
in a certain amount of time t say,

t. = (k.; K, R) .

In this formulation, _the individual's capabilities determine the func-

tion IP, and educational resources are elements of R:

The time requirements for r Can.be defined by.a similai function,

except that we must take into account the salvage value of replaced

resources (if any). This salvage value can be translated into the time

saved in obtaining new resources, say, t si' so that.

We shall require that tsi tji and, if the

the salvage value of released resources exceeds tj

May be employed in the: maintenance of other roles.

however, we are considering only,a single role.

40 35

time eguivalent of
i, this extra time
At-the moment,,
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K, R)

lience,kiandrii may be translated into functions of time, so

that, the rate of technological Change is the smallest value of

T.Et +tjiSUch that pi = 0. We shall call this value T7.. Seei i

Rig. 2.3. The shape of ,the function Tc3i in Fig. 2.3 reflects our as-

sumption that time expended on the accumulation of knowledgelland re-

sources is subject to diminishing returns. In the cases of constant

T? would be linear or convex to the origin,or increasing returns,
. .

respectively.

'

j , t

Fig. 2.3Defining the rate.ofjechnological change in role i

o
If we wish to measure T

i
empirically, we would

average apparent time invested in updating activity

nonobsolescent persdns who enact a specific role.

.we could note the variet of social rntexts, educational facilities,

and educational backgrounds and determine their relative consequences

seek to find the

among reportedly

In such a study,

.

There can be no designation of T7 other than one that arises from
the complex interaction of the set of role incumbents, where some per-
sons perform above the norm and others below it. Moreover, some persons
may strive to estimate future,,korma,' and prepare to exceed, or match,
them by taking appropriate steps.

3 6
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for m intenance time. Furthermore,.if we pursued the effort to measure

T
i

for a large number of roles, we couleobtain a rough estimate-of the

rar4:,of technolOgical change experienced by a specific individual whose

role repertoire contains a multiplicity of roles. That is, we would

have an estimate of the relevant E T° E T°, and, coincide tally, ano' .
estimateof the reduction in T. that could be effecte y the increased

availability of various facilitative mechanisms, such s educational

programs.

A major difficulty in empirical estimates of T, or T°, is the

separatiou.xf those behavioral stressors that may be associated with

technological change from those that are more indirectly related to

technological change, for example, changing labor market and family

,
structures and changing values systems. This is a significant problem

if we demand a valid measure of technological change in role enactment;

but it is not significant'if our attention is on the role,of the educa-

, tional system in facilitating adaptation processes. Very few persons

would be willing to accept an educational system that dealt effectively

with technological change and ignored changes in social values and

social institutions, because the latter often have roots in technologi-

cal change. Indeed, it would be difficult to provide information and

training to facilitate person-environment interaction without first

discussing changes in the environment. Henge, although technological

change, value change, and social change may be conceived as distinct

"----------phenomenai-lt-Asolear!thateducational-actW.t.M11..ften address all

of these issues in a manner that would frustrate our effort to deter-

mine the amount Of time devoted to each issue separately.

MULTIPLE ROLES 4
In the last section we discussed maintenance time and the derived

measure of teelhnological change. However, role enactment is not only

future-oriented, but it also involves the pfesent.

During any period, say, a "day," an individual must enact the set

of roles that constitutes his role repertoire. Hence, in addition to

generating a set of maintenance activities, fpi}, he must make use of

existing resources, R, and knowledge, K, to generate {13 }.

37
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Suppose that any resource, R. may have multiple uses within the

repertoire and Fiji represents the allotatio of Rj to role i. Simi-

larly, Ki may alSo have many uses.' Such mu]*iple relationships between
_

the inputs,to enactment processes and the ou4mts of that.process are

,extremely common in human behavior, becese JA:Idividuals often adopt new

roles in terms of the'potential usefulness of the resources that they
1

have already accumulated for other purposes. he Multiple fundtions

of a specific resource often make it difficult o determine the rela-
..,

tionship between the resource and specific role rnactment. For example,

biologital and psychological requisites to human\functioning, such as'

sleep, rest,.and food, are always satisfied in the context of specific

roles,.but may also be viewed as tesources for otbari roles. /

Fortunately, a method by which resources may be allocated among

uses has been solved by Kuhn and Tucker (1951), whos concern was, with

Aetermining the.product-specifid value Of resources in multiproduct

firms. (For example; if a floor.space is used for n products, how much

of the value of that space should be allocated to each 4oduct?) Kuhn

and Tucker showed that an allocation is feasible under tbrVdtaions.

of nofiincreasing marginal productivity, a condition that is'analogous

to oui earlier assumption that for any individual: the transformation

of time into knowledge and resources,was subject to nonincreasing

returns.
.

However, in the discuSsion below we.shall consider only t4le simpler
,

problem that arises when each resource'is role-specific, since ;Imre are

no conceptual gains to be effected by the technical colgidkity of."joint

prooduction."Asarestat,thelevelofanyre Kibourcl,,will be équal
.

-.
to the sum of internal allocations (E R = R ), and the sum of resources

i 31- 3
used in each role, E E R will be equal,to the total stock of re-

J i Ji'sources R.

Since the environmental context of enactment processes is giv n,

and since the ability of the individual to yield enadtments (the pe -

, sonal qualities that affect the transformation of Fiji and Ki into Pi)
. .,

/is also presumed to be given at any point in time, thev Pi should be

a function of the amount of time devotedto roleii:'

-----;"1*."
Toi = h(P

i'
K.
i'

{R .
ji

}) ,-'' \_.



where T
oi

sequence,

P
i

and p
i

. -264

is the qnactment time" associa

the "day" of an inc.vidual will

that E (T + T ) is equal to T
oi,

ted with role I. dis a con-

be so allocated among the

, the hours of the "daY."*

Role Conflict

There are,at least three ways in which roles may 'dome into "con-

flict." First, an individual's performance of one role may have a

negative effect on social evaluations of his performance in another

role. For example, a woman who is a mother as well ap a professor
S.

May discover that her performance asvan academic May be partially dis-

counted if her colleagues see her in the presence of her children.

Hence, in terms of existing social expectations, there is a failure

of role-role congruence and a consequent loss of social approval.

Role confliot may also arise from self=role conflict, where the

saf (as defined by the entire set of a person's social role enactment

activity,values, and expectations) finds'a discrepancy between its

own motivational structure and the social expectations regarding role

enactment. Such self-role conflicts are common during periods of

.rapid social change; and one of the principal dynamics of social change

may reside in the willingness of certain individuals to violate estab-

lished social norms, suffering the attendant social disapprobation.

Role-role and self-role conflicts represent thp, Mast frequently .

mentioned forms 'Of role conflict: 'However, they are not relevant to

areheyond the,scope of this proiett. Such normative Conflicrawolild

be relevant only when they arise through ignOranceon the parr oi the

rale incumbent. 'For example, if, the female professor mentioned above

was Aot aware of the possibility that some colleagues would disparage

hethecause of a "discrepant".maternal role, then she was ignorant of'

-a faCt that may have influenced her behavior...

The word "day" is inquots because not all'bra person's tales

are enacted during the-coUrse of 24 hours.
,

. Some roles may take most

Of a day,'while others are left: fox d'diffetent day. Therefore, -"day"

refers to a period sufficiently long for the proper manifestation. of

Ole role repertoire.

3 9
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There is a thir'd form of conflict that is more germane to our

concern with technological change: conflicts that.arise when there

is 'not enough tune az3,0.4aDle to effect "satisfactory" levels'of role,

enactMept and nonobsolesceht rates of role madntenance, in view of

he pile repertoire and one's enactment and Milintenance, capabilities.

More formally,.if P7'is.-the Socially.acceptable.ievel of,enact-.

ment'in rqle i and requires an enactment time_of length T and if

technological change ih this role°is such that p = 0 and requires an
.o

investment of yi, then chere existp a role conflict if T
o

2 E (Tisi + Ti

> T, whe,re T is the.amount'of time in the "day."

It should be noted that this definition of role conflict is inde-

pendent of a person's desired allocation of time. An individual may

not care if hd is obsolescent pr substandard ims<ftain roles, Is long
,

as he is adequate or superior in other roles. In other words, role
sc

conflict need not have immediate implications about individual well-

being, or affect; nor does the absence of conflict imply nonobsoles-.

cence andiadequate performance in all roles. Persons have choices'in

these matters, and these choices reflect the relative rewards associated

'With the' vaTious enactment and maintenance activitiel/n our model,

role conflict is a phenomenon,that is-determined entirely by thet.
aocioaty required levels of enactment and maintenance -4mes hat are

associated with a repertoire, relative to'the capabilities orthe

individual.

.... .. general, it is not possible 'to assign the responsibility for'..e.

such conflict to a specific role; we know only that T0 > T. However,

people often identify a culprit among their roles as the,source of '

the problem. Such an assignment of blame usuAl y arises when some

agency or personedemands an ena4ment time that is inconsiStenewith'

the-role incumbent's evaluation of-the relative importance of various

roles. If an individual is not free to determine T
oi'

or T 1, therole-

incumbent is forced to accept a lower level-of personal well-being.
4

'We can illustrate our..cOncept of .role conflict with'Fig. 2.4.

The individual in question is assumedto -possess Only one role in his

repertoire and his time must beallocated among current enactment and

maintenance actpitieS, Pi and:pi. The curve labeled T
o

indicates

4 0
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the minimum amount of time that this individual should devote to role 1

if enactment is to be, and remain, at acceptable levels. If T < T°,

it will be possible"for pi 0 oipPi Pi, but not both.

However, if the person's facility in enactment and maintenance ig

greater.than that implied by T, the curVe T' may describe the,possi=

bilities available. In this.case, there is no role conflict, even

though an individual may choose to concentrate on preparations for the

future, to the detriment of the present levels of enactMent, suCh as

indicated by point a in Fig: 2.4.

Fig. 2.4Role conflict: T°>T

Role Sequences

A role sequence is thg partial or total displacement of an old role

with a new One. Such a.sequence has the property of continuity, or

discontinuity.

A continuous sequence is one in which the new role emerges incre-
1

yentally out of the old; in the same way that ice emerges ftom water,

adulthood from youth, or assistant professor from graduate stuclent.

These sequences have the property that small quantitative-Increases in

On the abscissa in Fig.A.4, p(min) is negative and.indicates

the extent to which effectivAess falls if ki
and r are zero.

4 1



effectiveness,
pi
.>0,.suddenly,have qualitative significance. How-

ever, it often happens that such continuous sequences are aborted,

with attendant distress; for example, the graduate student loses the

role of student but fails to become professor. Such failures are im-

portant because a serious role loss often arises, a topic to be dis-

cussed later.

The sequence may be imposed socially, even though perfbrivnce

capabilities are not adequate to the transition. For example, a youth

may have "adulthood" ieposed upon him, even though his level of "ma-

turity" is inadequate to the associated responsibilities. Hence, a

person who is below standard in initial role performancejnay become

discontinuously lower in role performance subsequent to the transition.
1

A discontinuous sequence arises when the resource-knowledge base

of a new role is largely absent from among existing roles. Hence,

large increases in the effectiveness of role performance are required

in the new role if adequate performance is to be accomplished.

Our model of effectiveness assumes that increases in effectiveness

arise only when time, the basic resource, is allocated toward role-

relevant knowledge and other resources. Time allocation conflicts can

arise if one seekg simply to maintain a certain, level of effectiveness

in each role, but when ibecomes necessary to rapidly increase the

level Of performance in one or more roles, time constraints may become

painfully binding. Clearly, unless the proper facilities exist for

augmenting the rate of learning and resource acquisition required of
4

the new rcile, undesired losses in the performance of other roles may

1be necessary.

Of,special interest in this project has been the sequence from

housewbrk to market wbrk for, women with children. It ig seldom that

market work makes use of a woman's developed skills in homemaking and

child care and, hence, the sequence of roles tends to pose problematic

idiscontinuities ind iesource deficiencies. Moreover, the liktlihood

of problematic role sequences is increasingly prevalent,among men who

find that teir current occupation no longer can be pursued, because

'of changes in material technology, market conditions, and personal

4 2



SequenCes across occupational roles may pdse two types of adap-

tational problems: .(l) They may require a large investment in new

knowledge and other resources, which,either displace or supplement

current resources; and/or (2) they may involve substantial loSses in

'the vaZue of the assets in the individual's role repertoe. In the

first case, an dnerous investment of time is necessary in.educational

activity and skills development, and in the latter, there may be an

undesired loss in the value of the individual's, role portfolio.

To characterize these types of adaptational problems precisely,

we must have a method for evaluating the stock of resources and knowl-

, edge Kt. and Rt that is associated with a repertoire. We shall do so

by defining V
j,t

(the value of R
j,t

) as the amount of time that a

personArldhavetoinvesttoacquireR.,in view of today's tech-
.]

'nology and his curi)entvtransformation function. This means that- tech-

nological change may have the consequence of increasing Vj,t, or it

may decrease V
j t

by making resources easier to acquire (e.g., increas-
.

ing output per person), and thereby reducing the amount of time it ,

would take to acq ire them. The value of the stock of know1edge4rele-
.

vant to role i, V. may be similarly,detined. 'Hence, the vaZue of

resourcesassociatedwitharoleis(V.-F V ), and the value of
1,t

the repertolre is V. =.E (V: -I- V ). With these definitions, v.4t 4,t ji,t
may identify probIematicNrrile sequences with cirqumstances in which

large,,significantincreasesin(Wre required at a given

level Of technology, and/or when significant elements of Vt must be

4splaced.

"Role sequences for the elderly are most often decremental in the

sense Chat the value of rOle.portfolios (the V
t

) is likely to'lall

preclpitously as.work and/or.family roles are stripped away. However,

the loss Of s'Uch roles tends\to liberate large amounts of.time for the

perforMance of Other roles of lesser "value"--roles that mays(even-
.r

tually) represent satisfactory substitutes for the central 'roles of

earlier adult life in spite of having a lver (investment time) valua-

tion. Hence, when we refer to role loss among the.elderly, we may do

sd'.rather unambiguously when the value of the portfolio is considered.

But such role losses are not invariably connected with negative affect

4 3

i4;t:
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sADAPTATION AND A1TECTIVE RESPONSE

In prese ting this model of adaptation, we have implicitly assumed

that adap atiop is desired by persons and that role incumbents can be

expected to make the effort to accumulate knowledge and other resouices

to maintain a level of perforMance consistent with social expectations.

In fact, the exigencies of role portfolio management do not permit such

a simple characterization of the problem.

We have seen that role conflicts may arise that force a person to

,choose which of his roles are to suffer obsolescence and, perhaps,

eventual abandonment. Such.a forced choice may arise becauSe of a

previous decision to exact a set of roles that poses excessive perform-

ance and adaptive time requirements. SometimeSi persons have a choice .

regarding the elements in this set of roles.and can be:.Wd.to,have con-
z

structed a conflict situation for themselves. IfsJsoc*the "rkional"

ensure.that the'losses associated with Obsoles-._-
pence in,some roles are more than-compensated by the performance gains

in other roles. Hence, although a person may prefer to avoid obsoles-

certe in,all rbles, great distres's, or negative affect, is not invariably

associated with obsolescence in certain roles.

In contrast, role cOnflicts may arisc that pose serious..difficulty--

For example; the issue of professional obsolescence may present an in-

dividual with a conflict between current enactment time and professional

maintenan5etime with respect to a central; critical role within his

repertoire. In the absence of some mechanism for reducing the time

requirements associated with ctment and/or maintenance, negative

affect can be anticipated.

When such inadvertent role conflicts arise, changes in an indi-

vidual's repertoire become necessary. If he remains "excessively" long

in an obsolescent role, he may suffer forcible expulsion from that role;

it would be better if he prepared early to adopt a new set of roles con-

Sistent with his capabilities. In the latter case, the possibility of'

adopting a new role set, or repertoire, without a significant loss of

human capital requires access to other roles.for which the ind4viduays

current knowledge and resources are useful. If this is possible,

seridus negative affect can be avoided when he shifts from one role

repertoire to another.

4 4
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However, effecting sequences of roles is made problematic when it

requires large investments of time in knowledge and resource accumula-

tion. Such large investments may be infea ible, or they may be feasible

only when many elements of a role portfolio are neglected. Such prob-

lematic role sequences include those most readily facilitated by'eduta-
. .

tional instruments; but in the absence of educational and'othbr inter-
( ,

.... ventions, the individual is forced to accept,a'loss in the overall
.7

value of his
4portfolio, with the consequence of, negati'Ve affect. :Vega-

tive.affect arises notonly.because of the decrease in the vaZue of the
, f

a

roke iricAgentrs Portfblio,-but liecause there was no available cater- 0

native to such a Zoss.

The Incidence of role loss among the elderly gives rise to-clear
.

.

cases of externally'impoded losses n the values of portfolios andaef
.....-_

.
negative affect. The work and family roles that are often lost to the

elderly are replaced only infrequently by other roles of similar (time

investment) value. Hence, the avoidance of negative affect requires i

rt

,r

(1) socialization processes that alter the individual's self-expectations
;

so that a lower valued portfolio is acceptable, and/or (2) external

social supports that compensate for the loss of personal assets.

SUMMARY

We have presented a formal analysis of adaptation. This model has

identified knowledge and other resources as the factors underlying

effective role enactment and role maintenance times as critical re-

straints on the feasibility.of adaptation to changes in technology.

The model defines role conflict and role loss in a way that will fa-

ciritate the discussion of selected role'groups in the following chap-
.

ters; and the model clarifies die relationship between role loss and

negative affect.

Because,this model may be the first to define technological change-and adaptation to change in A broad behavioral context, it has the po-

tential of becpming the conceptual.basis of other work that considers

the interrelationship between changed in socially defined expectations

of role enattment and the adaptive prOcesses of individuals.

4 5
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Chapter 3

INTRODUCTION

In terms of our model of adaptation, professional obsolescenCe

emerges from conflicts between the time requirements of current role
*

performance add long-term maintenance of the same role. Problems of

long-term maintenance are difficult to solve in a number of professions

because specific future job requirements are often not known, and the

range of possible requirements is quite extensive; a person is seldom

able to devote the,necessary time to current responsibilities and main-

tain overall professional competence.

Moreover, nonknowledge resources (R.) are limited as tubstitutes
J

forprofessionalknowledge(K.). The priricipal resource ayailable tends

to be the work plaCe itself, not simply as a source of knowledge but as

an environment in which various kinds and levels. of knowledge may.be

used effectively. For example, when an individual lacks technical ex-

pertise in an area, the organization may be able to provide colleagues

who have the necessary knowledge. Or persons wfiose technical knowledge

ig obsolescent may be 'promoted to manageriil positions, if they are

fortunate, gather than 'suffer decreased effectiveness in technical posi-

tions. These possibilities for advancement, or for choosing among dif=

ferent types of activities, tend to be more numerous when the activities

of the profession are growing rapidly relative to the supply of profes-
.

sional workers, but become quite limited when economic and other factors

limit die available options. Unfortunately, there has been little re-

search on the specific manner and extent to which organizations function

as supplementary resources in role enactment.

The literature on professional obaolescence most often features

the engineer, whose need for continuing educational activity has been

Conflicts between different, cohtemporaneous roles may also have
the effedt of reducing short-run and/or long-run effectiveness; these
conflicts will be discussed in the next section of this chapter.

4
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described as urgent, if not'overwhelming, and whose,curren leyel of

professional competence/is not infrequently inadequate re ative to

currpnt, as well as fuure, job requirements. This focus on engineer-.7

ing arises from three factors: the growth of new knowledge in the

various engineering. fields during the last twenty years, the dramatic

*
disjuncture in the form of engineering-education that followed the -

launching of Sputnik,in 1957, and the rise of unemployment among en-

gineers inl)the late 1960s as aeroSpace employment began to taper off.

The iUrrent growth of new knowledge in engineeringiis such that

1
some observers believe that one-fifth to one-third of an engineer's

working gme should be devoted to updating activity.(Berenson, 1966;

Kaufman, 1914). These estimates of necessary maintenance time are

not based Tcarefully controlled observations of professional activity.

And, clea ly, the amount-of time requireckto arrest obSolescence varies

widely among engineers as a function of their area of specialization

and the sPecific character of current and expected future job'responsi-
.

bilities. Yet, the amount of time required on the average seems quite

high--so high that one may assume.that most professionals are not, in

faci, keeping up-to-date (Kaufman, 1974). Rone (1966).reports that

at least one engineer Out of fifteen suffers-obs.iescence-within his

currentjOb assignment-and over half suffer g wral professional ob-

solescence. The problems of engineers in a iding obsolescence are

parti&larly aggravated by the apparent fact,that many, and'perhaps

most, ngineering-related jobs are raiher routine.and contain 1j.ttle
. y

scientific contdht.

The launching of Sputnik.had the effect of reorienting American

engineering educat,ion toward a more scientific basis. Mathematics

received greater stress and new fields of research specialties arose.

This shift in the style and orientation of the engineering profesion

jeopardized the job security of older engineers, reduced their job

mobility, and made them especially vulnerable tO fluctuatiOns in the

maket demand for engineering activity.

A .rapidly changing state of the art is also characteristic of-the

mediclal profession. According to Cooper (1974), medical'knowledge

doubles every eight to ten years; and some have argued that current

4 9
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medical educatiowbecomes obsolete within five years after graduation.

% (Breese, 1971): As those for engineers, these *mates of the rate

of growth in medical knowledge are not based on sophistic

t
ted method-

-ology, and there appear to be no scientific studies on the problem.
_ .. -

- However, an awareness of knowledge obsedescence permeate& the,litera-

ture on continuing education.

Recent legal decisions have held that a physician is responsible

for the level of skill available.in his specialty anywhere, not just

for the "average'skill and care of his community" (Federman, 1970,

pp. 237-238). These decisions have provided an impetus to physicians

to continue medical education. The threat of coercion contained in
?

public and legislative discussion'of m6mdatory relicensing procedures

for physicians has also contributed to the desire of the American

Medical Association and state associations to initiate and implement

programs.pf,continuing education (Opfel, 1973): Moreover, medioal

practitioners have had to face the development of new disciplines, such

as perinatal meditine, and a marked decreae in the time lag between

, discovery, of a scientifiC advance and its practical application (Breese

1971).

In -the ec t ions- -of-this- chap ter-i-- we-shall -disc us s -tont inuing

educational activity in engineering and in medicine, and conclude with

a consideration of thE-differences between these two fields 'as Chey

relate to the maintenance of professional effectiveness. Although

neither field can be said to be typical of professions generally, they

permit interesting contrasts with each other.

ENGINEERS: THE ORGANIZATIONAL CONTEXT AS'A RESOURCE

There is general agreement that characteristics of the work place

are most important to the maintenance...Of effectiveness in engineering.

Work place characteristics are important because they tend to define

for the engineer the consequences of allocating productive hours to

continuing educational activity as opposed to immediate job requirements.

In the absence of encouragement on the part of immediate supervisors, a

conflict may develop between the requirements of job responsibilities

and the maintenance of effectiveness for potential future roles; this
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conflict is too often resolved in favor of an "excessive" preoccupa-

tion with short-run goals, to the detriment of continuing educational

activity.

Too often the employer is concerned with ways of enhancing the

immediate goals of 'Ole company, with*the individual's needs a second-

ary interest. The individual, however% may be concerned with his long-

range career goals (Dill, 1971; Renck, 1969). These two orientations
. -

may coincide 1.1 terms of the implications for learning activity,.but

such coincidences cannot be presumed if the firm has Dot already made

significant educational investments in the worker's productivity,

According to Kaufman (1974), jobs in aerospace, R&D, and'%the federal
*

government are_generally better in providing for continui4 education

than those in the construction, chemical, and petroleum industries and

in local goverftment; most other industries se61 to actively discourage
a

' professional taaihtenance

--.--Some%empleir-S.,Kaufman argues', rely on lorMal,educational insti-
.

. .

. .

tutions as a substitute'far'fulfilling their Tesponsibility for a alyz-
.

ing the-educational needs of their.staffg'and devekoping more meaningful

(firm-specifiC) approaches to updating: HOWever:.4-2 percent Of the'

regpondents in a sample of 290 scientists and engineers-.cited

job problem-sOlving dsthe-Trimary source of "'fruitful learningeXperi-

ence" (Margulies and Raia, 1967),band ariadditional 20 percebt

on-the-job collegial interaction as primary. Only 14 percent 'indicata

the primaby of formal courses in-house pr off-site. Margulies and Raia

concZuded that. organizational climate is the most impoitant factor ,in

maintaining scieritific and engineering competence. The principal

"climate" variablessinclude openness of communication, the responsive-

ness of organizations to the needs of individuals for development, tile

individual's ability to seek and find help, the'nature of colleague

interaction,.the extent to which flexible team effort is employed, and

the 'autonomy of individual'scientists and engineers in the organization.

In an excellent paper on the subject, Di11 -(1971) indicates that

managers and professionals tend to engage in short-range tasks and are

measured y short-range results. As a result, they are
4
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. ..

readily forced into,habits.of'allocating time and,energies
that run counter to (theiamounting any sustained effort
'at-,40VeiCk'lAng" ne r... knoieagea.nd skills. It is other prob-, ...

1 Syiiif time manhgemeAbn tbe job, in fact, that have led
infiustrial raining specialists to the concluSion that.

,0k4treariiing Can onl t place at times and in 'place§ where
.--the-learner iSt-t alAy disengaged from ongoi,

6 .

sskires.
,t4:-J4Dill, .p 521
: .i. ...;;;,4...,..:.v.

et .

:Dill's comMents were directed toward the problem of motivation

oward continuing education, in light of the pressure of other work,-

frequent,unavailability of effective role momiels, and the "dis-

forts.ofAarning in an environmenOthat contains too much-infor-

mation, is. well as inaccurate information. Professionals muSt want

u to ask questions and know Vow to do so, and in the absence of these
,

factors, "organizational changes that reduce barriers to communication
4L

have little effect" (p. 55). Hence, professionals need the skills

.4oassdciated with effective basic education and an environment that en-

courages the use and development of these skills.' Dill'suggests,

h9wever, that such an environment can be problematic fonothe organiza-

tion in the short run, because it enables professienals to shift to,

other employers. "Although defections give ulcers to personnel man-

-agers-, they--can-be-healthy-for-the-organi-zation-and---for--the-man--who-------

moves" (p. 56). Such an organization must be "more 1oasely coupled"

'than is common among today's organizations. But with'a proper orga-

nizational environment, persons should be able to pursue self7dducation

through interpersonal interaction, lob tasks, and the use of modern

educational technologies.

CONTINUINWGINEERING.EDUCATION

TheoPWications of the literature on engineering obsolescence

point c440kently,to the importance, of basic educational preparation

and the work-place. 'However, formal courses in continuing education

are of importance. In this regard, we shall review-highlights of a

report to the National Science Foundation on this issue (Renck, 1969).
.014

The Renck study was based on an analysis of 17 large R&D fabora-

atories'and nearby-colleges and Universitie, and involved interview$

with 95 R&D executives, 205 scientists and engineers, and 71 persons

5 2
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At 24 universities and colleges. The sample was not random, but con-

centrated on laboratories that had some experience in continuing

education.
,

The definition of obsOlescence uied by Renck and others.is com-

patible with our'own in that it stresses ,the time-dependent process
a

of obsolescence rather than the problem of being obsolete. Their

focus on continuing Iducation was broad and i uded "upgrading" and'

"diversification" into new'professional areas as well as updating
-

activities.

P.rograms appropriate to these objectives were falrly uniformly

provided by the laboratories reviewed by Renck. These programs in-

cluded expenses paid to meetings, tuition fefünd on'courses taken off-

site, sabbatical leave with pay, off-site short courses; ind courses

'and conferences within the laboratory.

The determination of educational needs was made by a special com-

mittee in nine of the laboratorieg, while six used unsystematic."seat

'of theyants" methods. 'However, none of the.selected laboratories

..sought to evaluate the benefits of the continuing education program,

nor the relative merits of the various components:

Only 23 percent of the employers indicated*satisfaction with the

existing structure of continuing educational programs. Needs were

expressed in the following 'areas (percentage):

0
In-lab cdimses 17

In-lab lectures .12

Pai educational leave . 11

Supe visory 8 .

Off-site short intensive cOurses 6

Expenses paid to meetings 5

Tuition refund,for noncredit courses 4

Workshops on specific topics 4

On-the-job reading time 4

Improved university programs 4

In-lab courses were considered important because of the direct

relevance of such courses to an employee's work 'and because he could

tion

Our analytical framework would place upgrading aN diversifica-

under the rubric of role sequencing, rather than role maintenance.

r t)
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discass the.problems in a mieaningful way with classmates. These odurses

were sought as a way of satisfying refresher End updating needs of R&D
A

pprsonnel. Uniyersity cre4t courses were considered to be iniportant

for basic educational development: diversification and upgrlding.

But neither engineers nor university personnel considered the updating

process as one for which formal educational institutions could play an

important role. The only important updating role for the universities

seems to be in short intensive courses. Such courses could be,poten-:

tially disruptive if offered on-site, but are useful to those persons

whose schedules do not permit less intensive, prolonged, or continuous

educational activity.

Renck strongly urged close collaboration between universities and

nearby laboratories. 'It was felt that such collaboration would lead

to greater freedom on the par'f_pf engineers to.devote time tOhlniversity,
.

cburses and would increase faculty understanding of laboratory problems.

Such collaboration must be mutually beneficial, however, in that the

university .faculty should benefit by having icceas.to company-owned
- .

facilities, which may not be available on campus, andtor consulting
,

relationships with the company.

Renck concludes that continuing education programs will be more

effective when there is adequate financing (generally by the employer);

when the learning experience is worthwhile; when the courses are con-

sistent with university standards; and when the' faculty that teaches

such courses has standard academic credentials. -
.

The implications of the Renck studY for non-R&D scientists and

engineers are not self-evident. On one hand, R&D personnel are more

likely than those in industry to require continuous learning activitiea

as a routine requirement of their work; and they'are likely to be among

the better trained and intellectually more-capable persons in their

professions. These factors would increase the utility of on-the-job

activity as' a valuable source of updating activities On the other hand,

the required rate of new learning associated within R&D work may be

sufficiently high as to impose difficult choices

choose between the immediate demands of resear

longer run professional maintenance needs. In

on engineers who must

ctivities and the'ir

ntrast, many engineers,
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and perhaps some scientists, have daily responsibliies that do.not

,require the maintenance-of general professional competence. For such

persOns, the type and extent of learning required for the future may

depend on unpredictable

programs, and the state

May cattini.le to perform

changes in industrial production, governmental

of the economy:. If they are "fortunate,' they

a-set'of fairly routine activities until re-

tirement from the labor'force; if they are not so fortunate, they may °

find themselves unemployed and in need of artensive updating if they

plan to continue to function as engineers. In this case, it is clear

that a return to a full-time student fole may be necessarbefore

effective labor market reentry is possible.

CONTINUING MEDICAL EDUCATION

As in engin ring, the field of medicine has experienced rapid

. development over the years, much orwhich'arises as a result of tech-

nological changes and'a concomitant growth in knowledge. Physicians

a are showing interest in continuing education because of new scientific

knowledge and because of other pressures (both external and internal)

being experienced by the profession. The general public, many state

legislatures, and the U.S. Congress have also expressed interest in

the importance of physicians keeping up-to-date and in the subject of

physician competence. Various governmental commissions have formally

recommended that physicians be required to participate in continuing

'medical education. One.-of the most recent such commissions was the

Commission on Medivol Malpractice ("Policy Statement on Continuing

Medical Ed ation," 1973). Perhaps as a result of the convergence of

all 'of t se phenomena, physicians' interepp and partj.cipation,in-

continui g education coursesdlave undergone fairly rapid-growtti.'

Review of Literature

Surveys of physicians' opinions ("Survey of Continuing Medical

Education," 1968; Kotre et äl., 1971) indicate that most physicians

pursue some means of keePing up with new knOwledge in their fiel ,

and a certain percentage take advantage of special courses or other

means of continuing eduCation. Many physicians see lack of time and

5 5
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the pressures of their practice as the major impediments to their

ability to pursue continuing education, while general practitioners

and some specialiAts claim they suffer from.a lack of access to appro-

priate continuing education courses.

The medical literature on continuing education contains references

to a number of educational modalities; continuous courses, intermittent

courses, circuit cour es, home-study courses, radio or television courses,

and postgraduate traineeships.

In the opinion of Escovitz (1973), the'neW trends in medical educa-

tion include a shift'toward greater roles to be played by the community

hospital, self-evalua'tion, and a concerli for relating efforts in con-

tinuing education to an analysis of. the 'quality of patient care; accord-

ing to Escovitz, these trends are mutually supportive:

Selzer (1971) places great'emphasis on the role that could be

played by the community hospital in continuing education. In his view,

the hospital in which a physician treats his patients is a logical place

for the physician to be exposed to continuing education, 'since staff

members can then uciate new Advances directly'to their own patients.

,He argues tfiat any hospital can develop accredited teaching programs

if its staff is propdrly motivated. (The greater use of community '

hospitals in contInuing educatiot. Was urged in "An Innovation in,con-

tinuing Education" (1972), which described a program thatis opeiratipnal

inb19 hospitals.).

One of the impediments to the development of contini.1ng education

programp has been the lack of likeptable accreditation procedures or

the growing number of such programs. Moreover,-according to Ruhe (1968),

'the process of atcreditation itself could.be useful in encouraging 'in7

stitutions bo assess and improve ttieir programs.

As of December 1974, a number of state medical associations had

managed to implement some form of the accreditation process. Forty

state medical associations had been approved by the Council on Medical

Education of the AMA for accreditation oOirganizations or institutions

sponsoring intrastate medical education progrkas (Mangun, 1974). As

indicated in Table 3.1, there hap been a rapid growth in the number of

continuing medical education courses in an increasing number of

-institutions. 5 6
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Table 3.1

CONTINUING MEDICAL EDUCATION COURSES,
1961,-1962 T01.974 -1975

..,

Location of Courses

Medical ,
-

Total No. of Schools Hospitals
Courses Primary .

Year Reported Sponsors NO. % No. %

1961-1962 1105 206 -- -- -- --
1962-1963 1146 0

f73a

626. 55 104 9

1963-1964 1246a 760 60 463 13

1964-1965 1569 251 857 55 7265 16

1965-1966 1641 252 863 53 351 21

1966-1967 1608 262. '910 57 338 21

1967-1968 1830 .263 ,1000 54 224 12

1968-1969 1922 300 1024 53 370 19

196971970 2016 323 886, 44 441 22

197071971 2319 303 813 35 374 16

1971-1972 2354 392 895 38 601 26
.

1972-1973b 2082 253 -4957 46 343 16

1973-1974b 2441 287
..., 1061 43 426 18

1974-1975b 3677 393 -1516 41 652 18

SOURCE% A. Crowley, (ed.), "Continuing Medical

'Education: Medical Education in the United States,
1973-1974,7 Sec. IV, eldurnal of the American Medi-
cal Association, Vol. 231, 1975, P. 66.

aIncludes courses offered by five Canadian schools
not reported in other years.

bIncludes only courses offered by accredited in-
stitutions and organizations.

In January 1970, continuing education became mandatory for member-

ship in the Oregon Medical Association. Under the Plan, specialty orga-
.

nizations prepare lists of acceptable gtudy opportunities for physicians,

and physicians submit a report of their activities in continuing educa-

tion to the specialty society (Pennington, 1970). Pennington noted that

under this logram the quality of state and local'educational programs

would improve and that inadequacies would be identified. Critics of

the Oregon plan argued ititially that the Medical Association would-

lose a significant number of members, and that the plan would thereby

5 7
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,fail to achieve its objective. However, the membership has reacted

positively to the 14an. Since 1970, a number of, other states have
A

followed suit. As of December 1974, twelve state medical associations

had made policy decisions that may have the effect of requiring con-

tinuing medical education as a condition for membership (Mangun, 1924).

The American Academy of Family Physicians was the first specialty

society to require a specific kind and amount of continuing education

as a conditibn for membership. By 1974, however, three other societies

had adopted a continuing medical education requirement for meNbership

(Mangun). The additional societies now having this requirement are

the American College of Radiology, the American Psychiatric,Associa-

tion, and the American College of Emergency Physicians.

State boards of medical examiners also have the potential of plac-,

ing pressure for continuing education. Thus far, four state boards

have authorizing legislation that enables them to require the physician

to furnish evidence of his participation in continuing medical educa-

tion as a prerequis,ite,,to reregistering for a license to practice medi-

cine. These states are Kansas, Kentucky, Maryland, and NeW Mexico

(Crowley et al., 1973-74).

Outlook for the Future

The medical profession will probably continue the development of

continuing education Rrograms, because bf the growth of more scientific

knowledge, public and governmental concern about the issue of physician

competencd, and the pressures of malpractice suits.

Although the medical professiOn thus provides a very good example

of a field experiencing severe stress from technologicar change and

one that is attempting to respond to this stress in many ways, it appears

that the'qilality of, andoccess to, continuing medical edUCationVill

keep developing in the future. As many studies nOted, the quality of

care will probably remain the Central issue in the development of such
u -

programs.

Interest in retraining programs and creation of part-time oppor-

tunities may depend on the profession's perceived manpower needs. With

projected shortages of physicians; the possibility of retraining other-
.

wis inactive physicians may be attractive, especially if this can be

5 8
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accomplished at relatively low cost. 'In the past, many physiciana

'may have been able to drop out:of the profession for, some time and

return to practice without retraining, if they wished, since there

are few legal,barriers to reentry. If recertification and relicensing

pressures continue to accelerate, however, they-soon may no longer be

able to do so.

Perhaps because of the many pressures that have been placed on

the medical profegsion, a fairly wide range of continuing education

options has been developed. Of,apecial. importance hashbeen the i.ole

played by the American Medical Association, tate medical associations,

and medical specialty societies in interacting with educational,insti-

tutions,to develop these continuing medical education programs. The

range of options in continuing medical education includes formalized

courses that meet on a continuous or intermittent basis, courses that

involve use of more communications media, post-graduate traineeships,

attendance at professional meetings, and the wide variety,of meAcal

journals.

Two particularly interesting innovations have been the development

of self=assessment tests and the Physicians' Recognition award (PRA)

recently initiated by the AMA to signify'an individual's engagement in

continuing\educational activit-. Selfl-gtsessment tests are used to

help physicians determine their areas of strength and weakness and plan

a program of continuing education suitable to their needs. The PRA

acts on an optional form of physician recertification and has the ad-

vantages of.stimulating interest in continuing medical education, as

well as informing the public of the physicians' educational activities.

Both the self-assessment tests and the PRA will need further d-gye1-
4\)

opment in the medical profession; other professions might do well to

scrutinize these developments, as j.t appears that the concdpts involved

might be widely applicable.

.0

THE ORGANIZATIONAL CONTEXT OF MEDICAL PRACTICE

If we recognize the importance of organizational climate to pro-
.

fessional maintenance among engineers, we may presume a comparable re-

lationship between the organization of medital practice and the degree

5 9 ,
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of obsolescence. However, the medical literature that we have surveyed

carefully avoids explicit indication that solo physicians are morg_sub-

ject to obsolescence than others, or that some specialists are less

obsolete than others, and so forth. Yet, there are clear implications

that general'practitioners are IesS likely to find useful.courpe offer-
,

ings in medical schools, because medical research'is,highly specialized;:

and owe question the importande of hospital affiliation as a.source of.'
_ continuous learning in light of the growth of updating methods that are.'

hospital-based.

Because, Many, physicians do4not have the benefits of an effective-

organizational context for continuoUs learning, the development of Self-
..

.

assessment techniques is Important, especially;'for getitral,practitioners

(GPs). The latter' are the initial contact that.patien'tWMtke.:Wiihthe",,
,

'I
system, and hence patients are less likely to be guidedjn.their ch Joe

4,-.of GPs through referral'by other physicianis:_ Moreover; Tat1ents4.are
-

seldom,cdpable of direcA..assessing.the medical knowl'edge and diagnbs-'
-

tic capability of theactItioner. Indeedt,,,manY other factort.may,
A :

4' .' , . 0 A -.emergi,as-mOre importantiii. the patient's'valaation, guch asthe Iota-,
tiori.and'deoor, ofthe dffite or the performance-of offide Staff.,liente,

lt cleat....thab,a skorg,
tien' t ificenOes.to ma

..$ 'i

,e'Ven wheri, sel-ALass
.,

40

eneral practitioner:is sui;jectO'bo surfi-
t' , r - ,

high levls'old prof ssional competence,,'.

t stales are^av Okabree-as a. m nit :of competence.
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0
perhaps, should be developed along with the development of updating'

mechanisms accessible to physicians in all geographic locations, orgd-

nizational contexts, and medical specialties.

SUMMARY

We have noted the considerable effort among physicians toward con-

tinuing education, certification, and mandatory updating activity. This

effort has benefited from the power and resources Of medical associa-

tions, but the underlying motive force has been the rising rAlblic and

privIte demand for high-quality medical care.

When engineers become obsolete, they may be given new positions

that are consistent with their abilities, or told to go elsewhere.'

Physicians, however, may continUe to pract.ice their profession,' even

in the face of conSiderable obsolescence. The cost of this obsoles-

cence cannot be measured by unemployment rates among physicians, but

by the unw'rr d deaths, illness, disabilities, and social losses

associated with-subs ndard medical care. In.recent years, these pri-
,

vate and soci-al costs h been relected in the growing incidenceof

malpractice suits, which d insurance companies to raise mal-

practice insurance rates t hysicians. These higher insurance costs

are largely pasSed on to p tients. Hence, the effect of medical obsoles-

cence is not restric ed to olated physicians; and it has been in the

self-interest_of p sicians A general to avoid the development of

obsolescence in theiç f

Although it is clear that formal educational institutipns are sig-

nificant in the development of new techniques in medicine and engineer-
=a <

ing, the,importance of such institutions as providers of continuing:

education for practicing professimals appears,to be relatively modest.

For physicians, there is a growing emphasis dn the use of community

hospi ls and learning centers; and among engineers, on-the-job experi-

ld.

ences a e cited as the primary source of new knowledge.

The relatiVe unimportance of formal educational institutions as

providers of continuing education for professlonals may be inherent in

the structure,of ta problem. Yet, we c.4nnot be certain that educa

tional instituiions ate not simply failing to provide their propei,

61
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socially optional share of continuing educational activity. Certainly,

the common academic emphaSis on front-line research militates against

continuing education as a high-priority-activity. For these 'reasons,

we cannot easily assess the performance of these institutions relative

to their potential. Considerable additional research will be required.

0
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Chapter.4.

TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE AN1D ROLE SEQUENCES:

,;% SPECIAL PROBLPIS OF WONEN

INTRbDUCTION

The effect of xechndlogical change on the enactment of ?he- work
*,
role is, to a certain extent', the same for-Women workers as it is for

men. Automation,for example., has eliminated-some of-the leasl-skilled

Sobs performed;by both *Omen ahd men. The rapid pace of technological._

change renders both women and men workers, depending'on their occupa-
.

tions, prone to knowledge obsolescencd. The threat of obsolescence

makes it essential that' vulnerable workers, regardless of gender, allo-
0

cate time to the use of educational resources.

Rbwever, the effect of technological.change.on *omen workers is

unique -in two important ways: (1) as wives and/or mothers, the'31 gen-

. erally bear primary responsibility for home maintenance apd child-

',rearing, and (2) because of difficulties in meeting,the demands of their

multiple roles, the3i move in and out of the labor force far more eiten-

sively than do men. Consequently, their work lives are characterized

by dis'contirty, and the maintenance of effective,work.role performance

is considerably more problematic for women than it is for men. They

are more prone to obsolescence In the sense that they are more likely

to "lose" skills and information during periods in which they are not
,

:
working. And it is more difficult for women in general to make effec=

.

tive use of educate al resources,.either on the job or for the more

extensive updating needed to reenter the labor market, since the-demands

of..their domestic ;dies competei'for major portions ca their scarce time
e

and energy..
,

In this chapter we review the literature-concerning the labor force

participation o women, focusing on their special problems of career

discontinui0, and rha management of multiple roles. We attempt to assess

the role of,technological change in exacerbatifig or alleviating problems

in'the maintenaftte of effective role performances and to charaCterize

the current state of educational and other resources for managing role

strain.
- 6 8
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At the outset, it is apparent that there is a tremendous heed for

research in this area. Perhaps the most striking discovery of our ,

literature search was how little is known, 'beyond the level' of assump-

tion or anecdote, of the problems and needs of'women who worfc or wish

to work. We have no idea, for example, how many woten are affected by
,

obsolescence or how manywomen woula wrk if barriArs to their employ7'

ment were removed.
A

The empirical evidence that does exist is based on analyses of

'cross-sectional data, arid does not adequately reveal the factors in-
, -

fluencing actual decisions of women regarding employment. The only

longitudinal data we are aware of Was gathered, for the Manpower Admin-
.

istration by Herbert Parnes and the Ohio State University Center for

Human Resouces Research (Shea et al., 19701 Kim et al., .1973). However,,

the data are not very useful for our purposes, because of the importance

of recent changgs in the work-life patterns Of women, bedeause working

women constituted only one of the populations of interest in that in-
s

westigation, and because many questions of relevance to this report

were not posed\ Clearly; the effective formulation Of educational
Jo

policies regarding women workers will have to await the results of more

intensive empirical investigation.

Our concern with the effect of technology on women workers is

focused ori two adaptation problems suggested by the role-theoretic

framework.: (1) the problem of managirig the transition from the hote-

maker role to an'occupational role, or t4p problem of reentry; and

(2) the p m of managing the role conflict between family and occu-

pational rol This latter problem is likely to affect the majdrity

of women workers at one time or anothN whereas the problem of role

transition pertainS primarily to women whose careers are discontinyus.

In terms of the adaptation model, the effect of technology.on the

first problem, role transition, is to exacerbate the problems of obso-

lescence associated with technological change by increasing the magnitude

of new learning.required by work force discontinuity, and, simultaneously,

technology is a source-of increased resources a ailable to help Alleviate

the stress caused by role conflict.

6 9
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ROLE TRANSITION: JOB REENTRY

Reentry into the occupational world after a period of exclUsive

devotion to homemaking and child care is a special, rather dramatic

instance of the problem of transition between discontinuous roles.
4,

Dougharty (1975) has aptly summarized the conditiOns,for the success-
.

ful reentry of housewives into rhe labor market: (1) They must have

retained a certain.level of,capability in an occupation (either the

role requirements do not change and their,skills have not deteriorated,

or they must have kept up with changes in the occupation); (2) they are

able to find jobs requiring skills that may be learned quickly; or

(3) they are able to find a'job at.a skill' level lOwer than that re:

quired for theprevious jobs.

Unforttinatefy, the literature on women workers offers'very little
:44.

evidence regarding the reentry process. . Much of what Is writtep con-
.

sists of impressionistic evidence ,nd unsupported assumptions. There

has as yet been no large-scale investigation of the scope and dimensions

of the reentry problem. No attempt has been made to assess the needs

of women who fall into th1s categoryDougharty; conversation with

Helen Astin, Febrpary 1975).

If there is little empirical evidence regarding the reentry pro-

cess, evensless is known about the effects of technology on reentry.

Few studies of the effect of technological change on employment have

focused on specifid effects on the employment of women (Wells, 1910).

Discussions of the effect on technological change on employment

generally deal with rather broad consequences, perhaps because the mean-

ing of technological change itself is so difficult to sp,pcify.. Its

effect rarely is

social structure

it is introduCed

The Harvard

of.technologica

the reentering w (1) the changing occupational structure, and

(2) the importance and rapid obsolescence of knowledge.

direct; rather,,it depends on the response of the

particularly.the occupational structure, into which

(Harvard Program on Technology and Society,,1969).

program has identified two major foci of the effect

ge on the world of work that are Of relevance to

7 0
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Changing-:Occupational Structure

The Harvard program reports "no disagreement" on the long-term

effec s of technology on the demand for certain occupations: a gradual

elimi ation of the least skilled occupations and growth in professional/

tec cal and white collar occupations. The Women's Bureau,of the De-

partme t of Labor (197-3) predicts that the highest growth rate between

1970 and 1980 will be experienced in professional and technicaPfields
a

(39 percent), craftsmen and foremen (20 percent), managers and admin-

istrators (15 percent), aiid operatives (11 percent). There already is

a reduced demand for unskilled and/orrphysical labor, some semiskilled

-jobs in sales and service, some clerical jobs such as bookkeeping and

payroll clerk, and entry-level jobs in banking and insurance (Wells,, '

1970).

There appears to be wide agreement hat women who wish to ente'r or

reenter the labor market should aim for professional and technical

careers, currently dominated by men, and makq the proper choice of basic A

education or upgrade their education accordingly (Bureau of Labor

Statistics, 1970; Seear, 1974 Department of Labor, 1973; Wood, 1974).

Wood (p. 305) considers this -

the only alternative to the increase'd crowding of women into

relatively low-skilled, low-paid occUpations and a further
rise in the'unemployment rate for women workers, which is

already above that for men.

Obsolescence

The report of the Harvard program finds the growth in manpower de-

mand for professional and technical workers indicative of the key role

of knowledge in a highly technological society. Older mobility .patfis,

based on service and experience, have become less viable, Harvard con-

tends; education and technical expertise have become more important.

However, knowledge, once acquired, does not necessarily retain its

market value. In an era of rapid technologpil change, knowledge and

skills may rapidly become obsolete. Obsolescence affects all occupa-

tional strata, but it is particularly critical for professionals,

7 1
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whose expertise is no longer secure once acquired. If they
are to retain their status, they must assimilate the new
knowledge.which is constantly being generated. [Harvard
Program on Technology and Society, 1969, p. 7] 7.;

The obsolescence problem has obvious implications for women re-

entering the labor force. The discontinuous career pattern not only

accelerates the rate at which knowledge and skills are lost, but it

removes women from the locus of continuillg on-the-job learning activity.

The seriousness of the problem is illustrated 6Y the situation of women

chemists:

o.

Women chemists, who often leave employment fot extended
periods of time to rear a family or for other obligations,
are in an especially vudnerable position for losing pro-
fessional competence. As many of them re-enter the labor
force, they find their skills rusty and their theoretical
knowledge less than satisfactory--if, in fact, they are
able to obtain jobs in the field of diemistry at all..
This is a great loss not only to the women but tothe pro-
fession itself. [Rogers, 1970, p. 1]

a

The societal loss due to underutilization of woman professionals may

be of even greater significance than that-Incumbent on obsolescence of

key' skilled workers. Although the number of women professionals is

relatively small, their knowledge and 'skill losses,and consequently

the amount of time needed to regain these skillb, are potenti!ally much

greater.

Unfortunately, the limited literature that considers,the effect

of technological change on women's employment and the literature on

reentry give much less attention to the problem of obsolescence than to

the problem of the changing distribution of demand (e.g., see Guilbert,

1970; Wells, 1970; Seear, 1971). Obsolescence is assumed tO be-a

natural consequence of the two-phase career pattern (Kreps, 1971), but

there has not yet been any attempt to investigate empirically the scope

and dimensions of the problem as it affects women workers in general.

However, the literature does suggest that few women anticipate

obsolescence and plan ahead for reentry (Rosenfeld and Perrela, 1965;

Kreps, 1971; Seear, 1971). Because the first part of the",two-phase

career is often short and reentry is uncertain,

7 2
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the split carepr thus effectively dampens interest in job
preparation in youth when it could be acquired, and makes it
more essential:in middle age when educational resources are
limited. [Kreps, 1971, p. viii]

Many women, then, find themselves at mid-life seeking reentry into the

labor market but lacking job-hunting skills and information about the

labor market (Seear, 1971; Moser, 1974); information about where to go

for assistance (Seear); self-confidence due to.lack of recent experience

in the occupational world (Seear); and geographic mobility (Niemi, 1974).

MULTIPLE ROLES AND ROLE CONFLICT

The literature on the management of multiple roles suffers from

the same deficiencies as the resi of the literature on-women workers.

Not only is there too little of it, but what there is often is super-
.

ficial or too limited in scope. The sociological research on role

conflict primarily consists of studies that emphasize personal adjust7

ments in role demands and the seq encj.ng of peak,role involvements as

methods of freeing time for work study. The economic research on .

time budgeting, however, gives greater attention to theaxole of house-
.

hold labor-saving devices in easing the demands associated with house-

keeping.

The sociological research on role conflict among"working women

is quite limited, although provocative, and consists mainly of rela-

tiVely recent case studies of "two-career" families--families in which

both husband and wife pursue full-time professional careers (Rapaport

and Rapaport, 1971; Holmstrom, 1972; Poloma, 1972).

The difficulties in maintaining the two-career family, according

to Holmstrom, stem from two primary sources: (1) the rigidity of the

occupational world that calls for a "careerist life-style" of single-

minded, uninterrupted involvement in one's occupation; and (2) the

isolation of the nuclear family, in which the husband and wife are the

only adults who may be relied on for child care. These factors combine

to create role conflict for both husband and wife, a conflict that is

experienced most keenly by the wife, because she most often carries

primary responsibility for managing housekeeping and child-rearing

tasks. 7 3
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The remaining three imensions'have to do witlialflicES lbsociated

with the allocation cf tithe Wel, "role conflict" irithe sense of our

model of adaptation):

.4
0

3. Overload dilemma , created b'y excessive role demands.

4. Social network dilemmas, or strains in maintaining friend

and kin relationships that result from overloads in work

and family role systems.

5. Role-cycling dilemnas, or general problems in meshing peak

involvements in family, career, and social network fole

systems.

In the absence of alternative modes of occupational involvement

and familyelife, these stresses generally are resolved through a com-

,plex process of role bargaining (adjustment-of role expectations) and

role cycling, which exhibits certain regularities. In each of the

studies cited above, the typical solution involved compromises (the

husband's career usually took priority over the wife's, and the wife!s

family roles took priority over her work roles), role-sequencing (so

that peaks in family and career involvement on the part of the wife

did not occur simultaneously) thrOugh discontinuous or part-time em-

ployment, and the use,of outside help with housekeeping and child-

rearing.

Because women in higher status occupations enjoy greater earnings

and, hence, ha e more resources that may act as effective substitutes

for their own ime in fqmily activity, it is possible that they are

7 4
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able to effeCt efficiencies in family responsibilities that moee than

compensate for the greater time devoted-to work activity.

It may be concluded, then, Chat the extent of actual role cgonflict-
. to

among women depends largely on the social arld other resources

able to them for facilitating continued effectivenass of family and

work roles. Unfortunately, little research has been done on the nature,

extent
'

and usefulness of jUch facilitative mechanisms.

SWeet (1973) raises what he considers unanswered.questions regard-

ing women's employment and time allocation:,,

1. To what extent do other family members spend additional time

on these household tasks?

2. To what ext4nC,are tasks performed by p)urchasing services in

the market?

3. To what extent does the digference in ,time allocation between

employed and nonemployed mothers.indicate that w n who join

the labor force are either More efficient at household tasks.

or have lower-standards?

The literature suggests.ttat the most important resources in the

occupational realm for reducing the stress of role conflAct would be

the possibility of flexible woek schedules (Hedges 1972; Holmstrom,

1972). Many mothers are employed part-time in order to dekrote more

time to their families, but it appears that the demand for part-time

'work far.exceeds the supply (Seear, 1071; Greenwald, 1973; McClelland,

1973). As with the heed for child .care, the consensus is that many

.
more women, would'enter the labor mar et if more and better part-time

work were available%
,

Technology clearly has made feasib e a reduction in time devoted

to household tasks, although at the present time there is debate regard-

ing the significance of the effect of labor-saving household devices.

Time-budget comparisons between Europe (in this case, Yugoslavia) and the

,United -States indicate substantial.differences in time devoted to house-

'hold tasks--3 more hours per day in Yugoslavia than in a representative

U.S. city. This differeal is acCounted for by fairly large-scale
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variation between the two countries in the social role of women Ahd

technologically based conveniences such as indoor bathrooms, eentral-

ized and efficient shopping facilities, and refrigerators, freezer's,

and other-household equipment (Skorzynski, 1972).
-

However, although technology may account for gross differences

in the demands of homemaking between developed andless-develeped

cOuntries, there is skepticism regarding the amount of variation in

labor force participation that household time-saving devices currently

account for within the United States (Morgan, 1966; Guilbert, 1970;

Oppenheimer, 1970).

OppenheiMer concedes that the increase in the availability and
0

.quality of labor-saving goods and services probably has facilitated

the employment of womeni but has not been a sufficient conditibn for

ft, since so many women do not,Work. In any case, most of the major

time-savevs--such as refrigeratos, supermarkets, convenience foods,

gas and electric ovens, vacuum cleaners, and washing ma:chines or

laundromats--have been available on a widespread basis topost women

for quite Some time.

Iy mechanization of household work were in fact a major stimulant

to employment, one would have to show that decreases in the burden of
et

housework were more substantial from 1940 to the present than from
. ,

190d to 1.940. Oppenheimer argues in some detail that improvements

made 4.. the first part of the Century were far more dramatic than in

the latter part.

.Oppenheimer's contention is that,the mechanization of housework

does not inevitably lead to decreased amounts of time spent on care

of the home and family. It is quite possible, in fact, that technology

has led to an increase in housekeeping standards, and, coupled with

suburbanization, home ownership, and a decline in the use of household

workers, there could be an intrease in 'time spent on.homehlaking activ-
.

4ties. Such a possibklity is increased to the eZtent to which women

can find no desirable alternative to housework.

The literature'perhaps underestimates the increMental effects of

relatively innocuous time-savers, such as.pressure cookers, oven timing

devices, and convenience foods. Technological improvements of all

7 6



magnitudes have no doubt made possible a freeing of time from house-

work that women can,choose, if they wish, to devote to work or to learn-

ing or to leisure. The choice to devote this time to work-or to learn-

ing depends on a variety of other variables, which have already been'

.discussed.

EDUGATIONAL PROGRAMS FOR WOMEN

- This section will consider the demand for education among woMen,

the.major barriers to their use of the educational sygtem, and the

sociodemographic characteristics of those women most likely to enroll

in educational programs.

The liierature in this

of it is anecdotal Or based

area has a number of defidlencies: Much

on small local samples, and few compre-

'hensive evaluations exist that attempt to use data based on random,

nationally representative

career development, and

ing career goals do not

samples. Little is known about women's

models for adequately formulating and develop--

appear to exist. Only recently have data'about

the level 6f:enrollment by mature women been collected; and data oji the

characteristics-of these women only now are beginning to be collected..

Moreover, there appear to be no current efforts to aseess;critically

the effectiveness of the educational system in 011ping women-reach

their labor market objectives.

There clearly is a need for further research in is Area. For

example, data about women's experiences with ads siona processes and

financial aid policies are scarce. The in,cidence'of women in continuing

education programs and their'Sattrition-completion rates ars unknown.

, A definitive analysis

for W6men remains.to,b

of continuing education

programs and courses of sal-0y

inaliY,an,evaluation of tkie net effect

programs i long overOue.

Barriers to the Effective Use of Education y Women

..The number of women edrolled in:institutions of higher learning

(E
1 has griown.steadily over"61e years (see. Table 4.1). However', data have

. also denionstrated higher attrition rates in the enrollment of women

students (London,'1466; Lopate, 1968; Cless, 1969; Harris, 1970; Cohen,

. 1971).. Women tend to drop out not during A course of study but after

7 7 (
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Table 4.1

ENROLLMENT OF WOMEN IN EDUCATION

Yeaf

1950
1960
1970,
1972
197$*

1974

Total,

Aged 25 to 34
Tot41,

Aged 35.and Over

47,000a
371,00Dc
480,000d

627,000e
669,000f
869,000

NAb
NA
NA

418,000e
416,000f
548,000g

. ;

aU.S. Department og Labor, Women's Bureau, Contin-
Uing Education.for Women: Current Developments, u...s.
Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C., 1974P. 2.

< -b 4NA = not available.
6

-- B.S. BUreau_ak the Census, 'Current Population Re-
ports, Series P470; No. 11.0, "School Enrollment end
Education of Young A"dults and Their Fathers: October
1960," U.S. GOvernment Printing Office, Washington,
D.C., 1961.

'

dU.S. Bureen of the Census; Current Population Re-
-,

ports, Senies P-20, No. 222$ "School Enrollment: Octo7
ber 1970," Government_Printing Office, Washington,
D.C., 1971.

U:S.,Bureau-of the Census, CurrentPopulation-Re-
ports, Series P.-20, No. 260, "So0.a1 and Economic Char-
acteristics'of Students: U.S.Government"
Printing Office, WasliingtOn,' D.C, 1974.

f
. .

, U.S. Bureau Of the-Zensus,,CurrdAt Population Re-
ports, Series P-20, No,27,2, "Social and.EconomJ:c-Char7
acteristics of Students:' Octot;er 1973," q.s. Govern--:
ment Printing Office, Weshington, D.C., 197,4. .-

. ,

gU:S. Burean Of the Census, Current Population Re-
ports, Series P-20; No- 278, "School.Enrollments,
Sacial and EconOmic Charecteristics,of.Students: Oc-.
tober 1974 (Advance ReportY," U:S.,GOvernment,Print-
inOgtice, Washington, D.C., 1975.

°\
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completing one stage, such as after finishing high school or college

(Hartis). The literature on education and continuing education for

women has attempted to explain the attrition of women students:by

identifying a number of related'barriers in the educational system.

_One of the foremost barriers to women's use of the educational

system has been the discriminatfOn that they have encountered in
.

ing.admission to under.kraduate and graduate schools. In a recent re-

view, the Carnegie Commission on Higher Education (1973) concludes that

discrimination.against women is much less widespread now than it was

in the past, but. it still exists. Discrimination in AmIssions Can

also affect older students (Cless, 1969rWaters, 1971), 'and may have

a harsher effect on returning women. srudents.

Requirements that...students pursue'a course of full-time study can

deter women students.with Tamily responsibilities from putsuing an
0

education (London, 1966; Cohen, 1971; Oltman, 1972. Robey, 1972; the
-

Carnegie Commission on Higher Education, 1973; Myers, 1974). More

flexible scheduling of classes.hag been adVanced as a means of solving
,

accessibility problems (London,.1966; ClarAnbachi,.1970; Oltman, 1972\;,

Mysfs, '1974). The possibility of part-time statuS can be ery useful
;,.

for women studen'ts, because of the expectatiokthat the years between
,

18 and 25 will be devoted to uninterrupted study and career choice

conflicts with social norms and pressurefor early marriage and child-

bearing '(Lopate,'1968; Clesg, 1969).

However, students who.wish to attend chool part-time may encounter

special difficUlties, becanse,almost all fedetaIihoIarship and load

aid and Many university scholarShips are limited,rto.students engaged in

full-time study (Robey, 1972; Mulligan, 1973; Brandenburg, 1974). This

barrier may bp removed if financial aid i made more available-to part-
.

time students (London, 1966; Oltman, 1972; Mulligan, 1973).

A related obstacle for wOmen.studentS is the general unavailability

of child-eare facilities. If child-care centers were established, more

.women would be able to seek an education (London, 1966; Clarenbach, 1970;

Meridith, 1971; Oltman, 1972fcRobey, 1972; the,Carnegie Commission on

Higher' Educatibn, 1973; Muiligan, 1973; Brandenburg,-'1974).. .°

In summary, there are basic structural barriers that have reduced

the participation f older women in educational activities. ' Some of

7 9



these bariiers appear to affect both young and old women, while a

number of the iqeKified barriers either apply mainly or more severely

to older women students who are returning to the educational system.

The effects of these barriers are compounded by psychological factors

'such as,the lack of self-confiderice felt by many women, as well as

the need"many of them feel for assistancein-reestablishing basic

acadbmic skills and in scheduling time (Brandenburg, 1974).

Continuing_ Educattonyrograms

4

The last fifteenyears °have seen the.development of an increasing
. 4

number of continuing education programs for women (U.S. Department of

Labor, 194a). The goals of thee continuing eduCetidn programs for

woMen have tended to be very broad (Berry and Loring, 1970). They

include attempis to (1) strengthen society's' view Of what woMen-tan

achieve, (2) improve the abilities and competencies of women so they

eyen embark. on second careers, (3) rebuild women's self-image and

. :self-confidellog, (4) help women resolve identity problems, and,(5)

educate all students and the community about changes in women"s status.

Tomeet these goals, Berry and Loring have categorized the forlow-
.

ing areas in which programs have been developed:

4

1. Training or retraining to enter specific, educational or

occupational areas.

2. Pexsonal enrichment;

3.

p4.

5.

Improving abilities necessary for'commtinity leadership.

Understandink of self and 'family.

Improvement or development.of work or homemaking skills.

SOme of the principal features of'these

grams_include limited course loads in degree

flexible scheduling of classes at convenient

for transfer of

'

ccntinang education pro-
.

ndndegree programs;.

hours; liberalTrOvision

credit's; educational and employment counseling; finan-
.

stUdy,:.child care; and job placement, or

prograM:may contain one or mote of theSe. ,"

cial assistance for art-time
r4....1

refgrral services. Eac.
, features.

8 0
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In many of the continuing education programs.for women, curriculum

innovations and new educational practices are being developed (Well,s

and Magruder, 1972). Men and women who desire a degree butdo not

satisfy regular classroom requirements constitute the student body .

,for such. progtams.

Althougha number of.these programs have the principal objective

of facilitating the reentry of women in specific occupations (such as

teaching), prOgrams aimed at such retraining appear to be in the minor-
.

ity. A number of'other programs seem to be more"generally concerned

with helping.women rejoin the labor market. But the fo of these pro-

grams4.vary widely and,tend topbe largely a function of . 'e interest .

ose-involved in developing and implementing the particular program
.

(U.S. Department of. Labor, 1974d): It seems,unlikelythat the heter-
s:

kogeneity of exisEing prograbs can be explained on 'the basis.of differ-

ences in the needs of women in the relevant communities.

In 1971, the Women's Bureau of the U.S. Department of Labor pub-
,

lished a report that briefly described-376 programs for adult women

that were sponsored by colleges and universities. Although the avail-

able program descriptions published in.this report are very succinct,

a number of weaknesses are apparent:

Geographic distribution is limited.

Financial aid is rare.

Few schools offer specific refresher courses.

There was a lack of placement services in many programs.

The programs listed seem to suffer a scarcity of finan-

cial resources,and
0^

4 paucity ofstaff.

SUMMARY

There is considerable evidence that.the,factors ihat indUce greater

labor force opportunities.will continue to griow in the future, 'The .

growth of. "women's jobs" and thesatrOphy of barriers to "men7s jobs"

both cohtribute to this phenomenon. In additieh,'a -number of studies

have focused on factors affectTng labor force response, or participation

rates.

8 1.
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However, once we go beyond the demographics_of Iabor force activity,
\

the literature becomes scarce. .We know little-about the process.by

which women manage their careers, role conflicts, and role seqdtnces.

Even the character of the career patterns is not knowne How man,

mature women in the labor forceare reentranfs? How .many enter for-the

first time in mid-life? What are Ole educational needs of those whoP
A

enter and who fail to enter the labor force? How should one characterize

existing and needed social,resources?

In other words, the kifid of 'research that would'be the basis, f6r

improved social and/educational supportsfor the managethent of-the com-

plex role sequences and role conflicts of mature women hardly has begun. 4:

Yet, as women become more numerous in the labor force, and as the seek

to enter occupations tlitt d)e more subject to.knoWledge obsOlescence,

tile need for this inforMation will grow.

The available data indicate a ratiler limited response on the part

of educational instituti s to the evolving educational needs of women.

Programsare limited i bet; the)i suffer from limited resources; and

they vary widely in scoPe. Generaliy:the emerging Programs do not

appear to be guided by an analysis of the specific needs of women, in .f
. .

terms of labor market reentry and conflict between familyeand job roles,iv a

Nor have the progrems.been,assessed in terms OT.tj-ieir effectiveness in '

facilitating adjustment to technological change.

Programs for Awomen may deserve more generous financial and insti-

tutional support. However, before urging greatly augmented efforts

toward.such programs, there is a need for reiearch regarding the spe-

cific needs of. women and the value of various ty2es of programs.

8 2
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Chapter 5

PROBLEMS OF ADAPTAT:ION AMOor THE. ELDERLY

this section we examine the literature that 1$ relevant to the

problem of adaptation to rapid technoloAical.change among the elderly. -

Clearly, there is no nonarbitrary thronological definition of this
..

,.6..

target popula. Aging occurs throughout the/life tycle, and re-

searah subjett Often do-not report themselves to he old until at least
,

age 80 (Bennett and\E4man, 1973),. NevertheleSs, it is common to take

age-.60 as. a starting point for studying the próeess of growing old,

04.e,;.g., -Clark and Anderson, 1967). Within the rae-theoretic framework

-.this project, the class of aging persons,is most conveniently con-,
-trued'iri social. terms: Aging persons are thOpe facing the relinquish-

.

Ment of central and kimaPy "adult": roles (such as imrent or productive
. -

worker) in tranalkiOn to the status of "elder." 'Social norms require

that retinquishment to occur by age 65, while encouraging an eVen

earlier transition (Havighurst, 1973). So defined, approximately 9.9

percent of the U.S. populaticin lens inilt`he !!aging" catego4 (ipcusi
and Zeckhauser, 1974).

**The class of agin persons forms a substantial peOnedt of the

population, albeit one that has lon been ovilbooked c(Lawtoil, 1973;

Gross, 1970; Lowenthal,'1971)% It is only comparatively recently that

aging persons have hecome visible to,researchers and policymakers, an

emergence accompanied tiythe'recognition that the coMmuni s
1t as an.a-1)4

yet unmet responsibility .for creating conditions oinabline:014er:people
-

to-"lead the °Ihdependent, méntally stimulating, and emotionally satia.-

fying lives of.whith they are. capable" (Jacobset al., 1970; Eisdorfer

and Lawtoit,:a9131, Thia_cispamatancealonemakes the,present..rarget ,

population a constituency WorthY of study, particularlyySinte everyone

.is Astined eventually, to join it. However, it gaina special'interest

in vievi;of two additional considerationsrelated t6 the issuie of adap-
..

,

tation tc; rapid technolOgical change: (1) first, the current cohort

of aging persons has liivettlitbligh a p-riod of unpreceTented'actra-

tion in technological change-(Caudill, 1958; CasSell, 1970); ,thus, they

S.

o

,
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.comprise a key.sample in which to lOok for the effect of such change

on human functioning. ',(2) FUrther, facilitating adaptive responses

410 to sociohistoric change among eging persons is of vttai national im-

portencei in-light of-the ongoing age shift inFthe-Typulation as a--

whole. Demograpgic research indicates that increasiney'larger propor-_.

tions of the population are to hon this status, intensifying the need

for ameliorative social policies and programs (Nepgarten and Moore,

1968). It is especially 'important that such steps are implemented

effectively in time to accommodate the aging of the huge postwar ,co-

hort,- fromstwhose traneition throb& adolesdence to ,adult status the

nation has not yet recovered.

For these reasons, then, aging persons .hame been,.designated a

41Aa4et population in the present study. Hoiweiter, ip.is expectec4that

.while the content of many adaptation problems will be specifie toevar-
,

ious demographic groups, their stUIre will be cOmmon across groups.

The major thesis suggested by this review ofrthe literaturce

thatt rapid social and technological change "predisposes" elderly pefsons

to stressfal conditions. A "predisposing social "i");fem" is defined

by Jaco (1970) as one which subjects individuals to.a high frequency
.1

Of stress, where Oey often are faced wigi envirgnMental demands for

'which their present fesource levels are inadequate. 01-Silata,aocial 4k

9.9

system would predispose individuals t9 maladaptive outcomes. In our

model of adaptation, qhe amount of syeem-generated stress is a func-
,

tion of how feasible aind costly it becomes to maintain a speCified

level of effectiveness in activities relevant to a role, plus how basic

these activities are in relation to itole maintdhance.

That condAions of rapt4 social change are, in fact,,predisposing.
.

- . -

for moi persons-1;as been suggested by many sources. Durkheft (144'"
#

,,. ,,

;-Tot-example, linked anotic suicide to conditions of normlessness. Occur:- --.

ring during times of jpid economic change. More recent stadiAii,;:haVe

sham significant associations between psychiatric impairment and

"changes in the iespondent's social field,"j:)articularly those.involv-
A

ing social disintegration, role dissolulion, and decrease tn control

4 over life events (Myers et al.,1971; Smith, 1971;.Srole, 1956; Jaco,
4)

.:197_0)) Ftna1j ven physical he th h been negatively influenced:

9



"During the period of rapidcultural change in the western world in

recent years, it often has been suggested that the upsurge of degenera-
. .

tive illnesses is related to cultural and social factors" (Caudill,

1958). Such conditions, however, have special effects on aging persons..

It can be concluded t t current conditions of rapid change re-

sult in environmenta dema that threaten.the adaptive capacities. of

older persons, particulary

nature. 'Moreover, atong older

indidence of environmental demands

en these processes are

persons,

is
the abiliny

reduced.

is highly predisposing gor the aging population.

RoLg RELEVANT KNOWLEDGE AND RESOURCES

Thus

dectgmental kn

to influence the

, the present system

' The model' Of adaptation identifies role-elevant knowledge and

resources as imortant determinants of the level,of performance that

can be achieved by-role incumbents. The most prevalent assumption re-
,

*
garding older persons is that'they tend to suffer reduced competence,

because of the "natural" effect of aging (Lawton, 1973; GottesMan et al.,

1973;.teugarten; 1968). Beqause this assumption, which we think to be '

largely erroneous, has Oportant implications for the kinds of educa:

tional interventions ultimately regarded as fellible, a review of the
- ,

response capiNffi.tles of-aging pesons is worthwhile.

Recent studies of the .effecttveness of aging persons tn dealing

witb informatiop,have corisibten found adverse age effects in the
,.,,

.PerfAmance of'Many typeg of paced tasks (Eiadorfer et al., 19,63;.
of ,

Eiadorfer, 1968; Canestrarr, 19636 Arenberg, 1965; Acifige And Huitsch,

1971;. Birren, 197,0; Botwinick, 1965; Riegel, 1965; Jarvlk and Cohen,

1973). Birren's 1970'overview of experimental gerontology emphasizes

that'"slowness.of behgvicif- is.the indepe4ent variable'drat sets liMits

.

.
044..

for the Older person in.luchyroceSses,as Temory,;._peTception, and,
,

problem-Solying." The limi tegi4lito be priMariiy psxchomotor. in
. ..-. ...,., .

. . . ,

patuire.iather than cognitiVe--not reflecting'in incapacity to remember,
,-,.., ., :

legfn, arid problem-solve, Mit rather an inailitY to deal with perform-.
.

.

4>

.

- ance conaitions (conditions'aurrolinaing StiMulus presentatiOn and're-
. ,

- sponSe requirementsi, 'Although pacing of inputs affects ad*quadisi of

information processtng acrossam groups, pacing of responises is
-9.

seen.
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as critical in.the,performance of.older persons. In.rapid response

situations, aging persons make significantly more errors in a variety

of cogni,tive ta'sks than.iyorger persons; similarly, increasing time to

respond or leavingponse tiMe open-ended benefits o1der..4spondents

far More than younger ones (Arenberi; 1973; Jarvik and Cohen, 1973).

.
Attention and memory span comppse another area.in. whipti system

atic age-related effegts haivdTheenlitablished.' Contrary to' age

stereotypesha1t*'60e0V611441SOO 'tg-ehil;it a decline relative
. .

0 to youngei"rseins attention or immediate memory in cognitive tasks
/-

(Thompson and Marsch, 1973; Talland, 1965; Craik, 1968)4 However, as

soon as iwuts for,a cognitive ta'sk excved the span or immediate memory

'exceed approximately 7 bits oftformation), performance of

older sOjects shows a' decline relative to that of youngei subjects,

and the discrepancy increlases^With the number of inputs. A series of

experimental investigations (reviet.)ed in Arenberg, 1973) converge on

the conclusion that age deficits do not result from registration dif-
_

ficulties alone, or from storage and retrieval difficulties alone, but

rather from attempts to perform both sets of operations together. When

.responses are required: from older personsadditional information tends
('

Cif inhibit search and retrieval of problem-related'material ohce the

domain of immediate memory has been exceeded.

A third area of investigation concerns results of standardized

intelligence testing. It has been establ1shed that elderly.grsons do
a

leSs well than younger persons (i.e. persons age 50 or below); howeyer,.. s

the interpretation and significance of these findings are problem-both

*(Kimmel,e1974; Rhudick, 1963). Most studies (e.g,, Pierce, 1967),

hatperformance.on intelligence tests is very'scrongly correlated

11MILve of *edUcatlioO.. 'Attempts. to 'break down factors contribut
k

-, ..

s--to declines in cores on intelligence,tests have yielded remarkaKy-

0 consistent' results't6Werea tiStal teat scorikare aSociated witlh
,

. 4
. -

...-

4 "perfosrmance" subtests, that is, tests Chat require mariipulation of AT

. materials such as object' alembly or digit-symbol 10 tution (e.g,,

. .,
Ja

Kimmel, 1974; Rhudick, 1963; Birrdn,.1964). In co st, verbal' and

quantitatiVe subtdst scoreS.remain unimpaired. Writers

the time onWaints onmqmaniPUIative-Oroblem-solving ta
1
tible.fox the'decline *performance-Sub!tests,

9 4-

ecdlate that'

.are,respon-.

becauge.they have.

.

tr.



determined that aging persons require more time and slower pacing for
D.

such responses B4t by and large, the consensus frnm research sources

is that the alleged decline in inteilectual.functioning-inolder-per-

sons is primarily attribmtable-to.limited-eduCation, ethmAt

poor healtn,and social isolation, r4her than to variables intrinsi-
(N.:,

callY related tO age (iisdorfer'and Lawton, 1973; .Baltésand Labouvie,.

1973i Gottesman etal., 407.3;.Pierce, 1967)'.

Another important factor-affecting intellectual functioning is

flexibility. The eldelt1 y. often are thought t4P.have become re rigid _

as they age"; but an 'extensive re ew oi s'tddiesof-,flexib. itY/rigidity-
\

finds resultgLto be qe inconclusive and inconsistent: There is nO

clear evidence that older people are.eitheK more rigid or more conform-

ing thanrYounger ones-(Bennett arid ECkman, 1973). Meanwhile,7 evidence

from srudi,es conducted bY7Urlancr(if-73) and LodPthaI and Chiriboga

(1973) indicates that-:obsessiv'e or compulsive persons rigidly adhering

to'old routines actually may.fare-better during such role--loss periods

as retirement. Besides flexibility, humerousL_ot4ersocioemotional
:

variables have recived'attention,although none ha4, the'face validity
7

of flexibility as a predidtor,of adaptiveness tO change,

'A third personal.quality related to tesALe'Capabiiitiiramong

aging4ei*ns is physical health.. Vlysical well-being clearly is an.
9

inipor4nttesource rIalative to adaptability, and- has also been imini-

.cated in diea of'Cogniliy, resources (Kimmel, 1974;'Pierce,°1967;

,.

Clark and-Anderson, 1967). -A4eview of the physical''parameters of
N

aging would go wellheyon'd the scoPe of the present investigation,-a

4though there s a" plethora of research ih that area.(e.g. Hitren dt

1963). 4Prom the viewpoint of,this investigationa 'major effeCt_Of

ucent technological clonge has been the extension of the normal life

:s I

span, resultinCipan.ever larger populatiOh 5f aging persons .(Kimmel,
,. , ,:- , . , _

1974; Comfort, k9-68),? Such persons ate more tusceptibleAdA.mpalring., ',
,-

-. .
. . t-

conditions4-and the overwhelming majority of them have one or more
-4,

chronic illnesss (Troll, -1971; Krehl, i 4).

However, it d_t generally concluded that:the effect of changes in'

health status on'functioning,among the elderly is seriously over-
A..,

estimated--ihe performance of the eld4rly kS..mcyie constricted by--- ,: ..

I
9 5
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societal.limitatins,and 'Underdemand,.4O that activities tend to fall

far short.,of physicall capability (Gottesman et al..",1' 1973)., It is this
.

1
. ...

.

very circumtange--a growing population.of aging persons.undergoing a
l

. 4

. t
ser l.'Sii,Cial role losses so that resources exceed Opportunitiesr, L .

r' , 7
t.,*"

fdf.111(eVlitiyity-'-that is tesponsibl* for a large share of adaptive
-1..0Jiy',ikdiff4ugi. s. In the language 'of our model-of adaptiatiOn, we have here *-

an exogenously imposed restricaOn in the elements of role .re0ertoires

and the consequent decreaSe in individual .satisfaction.

Attention to .personal resources among 'aging persons has yielded

no,set of severe impairments intringIc tO:_tihe elder status. Rather,

our review suggests that azing-pOsons are in pnt.ip1e.ca7ale of
o

adapting Successfully to nt p-orary change; therqjre no "stAufi-

bridgeable, efferences en them and youngir cohorts. In fact',- it

begins to seem that Tcidiffernces in social-and environmental

. oppottunities 'could:P ajar part.in.adaPtahility. Thus, it will

be advantageoUS'nO4.

SOdIAL'AS8ETS

resourcesamong the aged.

,

Income -..

' For most wage'earners, the transition from work to retirement has
. .

,

coMpLeted by age 65,,a transition 4equentlyrassociated with a

precipitous.décIine.in%money!Income. It has been estimated that one-
/.

: third of the aged have incomes below povert lines (Young, l974; Watkins, .

. . y

1972; Troll, 1971; Pelcovits, 1971). Further, data from the','1960s ShOw

1\ \that individual-incomes of the elderly afe'depressed in comparison with
.--

,

t46se of younger individualg. (e.g, median,family income for a family ik
\ : ,.. ..

, ,

whoSe head is. 65 or older is only 46 perCeht of the med4n,family incoMe,.

for lamilies, headed by younger persons); the 'data also indicafe that
\ -- '; '.. ".. '. ,

this incothe discre tcy betNen thlrelderlY-and nonelderly is incieaS-

( A

been

,."""

ing (8t man, 196 c' Business-Week, 1971).
\

Aggr vaqing this situat n. Is, the incAased per capita.output,-
%

.;
associated With'rapl&technological changhich gives rise to a secu-

.

). lat declihe in the retativ Incomes of retired TersonS" (Business-Week, .
. 4 r ..v

1971). I4lation further exac;ofbates the.plight of thoSe, livingQn'

.
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